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ABSTRACT: Biomolecular condensates, formed through phase separation, are upending
our understanding in much of molecular, cell, and developmental biology. There is an
urgent need to elucidate the physicochemical foundations of the behaviors and properties of
biomolecular condensates. Here we aim to fill this need by writing a comprehensive, critical,
and accessible review on the fundamental aspects of phase-separated biomolecular
condensates. We introduce the relevant theoretical background, present the theoretical
basis for the computation and experimental measurement of condensate properties, and give
mechanistic interpretations of condensate behaviors and properties in terms of interactions
at the molecular and residue levels.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Biology is undergoing a revolution, where biomolecular
condensates are upending our understanding in much of
molecular, cell, and developmental biology.1−8 These con-
densates include membraneless organelles such as P granules,
stress granules, and nucleoli, and are formed through phase
separation.9−11 Literature reports of biological processes being
mediated by condensates are growing at a dizzying rate.12−39

Ample evidence also indicates that condensates are linked with
neurodegeneration, cancer, and other diseases.8,40−42 We are
now starting to gain better and better physical understanding of
the properties and complex behaviors of biomolecular
condensates.43−47

Phase separation is the process where a dense phase
(comprising the condensates) emerges from the bulk solution.
The dense phase is typically seen as micronsized droplets under
a microscope (Figure 1a), which scatter light, thereby making
the solution appear cloudy. According to theory, phase
separation of a protein solution occurs for the same reason
that the liquid and vapor phases of water coexist at particular
thermodynamic conditions (Figure 1b).44 Similar to the much
higher density of liquid water relative to vapor, the dense phase
has much higher protein concentrations than the surrounding

bulk phase. High concentrations correspond to short distances
between solute molecules. Therefore, the dense phase, like
liquid water, is stabilized bymultivalent, nonspecific interactions
of the constituent macromolecules, whereas the bulk phase, like
water vapor, is favored by translational entropy of these
molecules.
Phase separation of polymer solutions was first systematically

studied in the 1930s and a theoretical explanation was provided
by Flory in 1942.49 In the polymer literature, condensates are
commonly referred to as coacervates. For biomacromolecules,
phase separation was observed on purified (folded) proteins in
the 1970s, on their way to crystallization.50,51 From the 1980s to
the 2000s, the Benedek group conducted studies on the two-
phase equilibria of the eye lens proteins γ-crystallins.52−57 It was
toward the end of this period that the field of biomolecular phase
separation started its rapid rise, ushered by reports that
condensates formed by intrinsically disordered proteins
(IDPs) make up membraneless organelles such as P granules9

and mediate essential cellular functions such as the initiation of
actin polymerization.58 While proteins are major players, these
and subsequent studies have shown that RNA can be important
constituents of biomolecular condensates (refs 10, 11, 15, 17, 18,
20, 26, 29, and 59−97). (For recent reviews, see refs 98−102.)
In the presence of Mg2+, RNAs can phase separate without any
proteins.103−110 Phase separation of protein−DNAmixtures has
also been observed13,23,30,31,111−125 (see ref 126 for a recent
review). DNA with sticky ends has been designed to phase
separate.127,128 Lastly, small molecules including ATP are found
to drive phase separation of IDPs, by forming bridging
interactions81,129−135 or by regulating protein conforma-
tions136,137 or protein−protein binding138,139 (see ref 140 for
a recent review).
For most biomolecular condensates, an important distin-

guishing feature is that they behave like liquids. As the
surrounding bulk phase, a dilute protein solution, is obviously
a liquid, the process that forms biomolecular condensates is also
called liquid−liquid phase separation (LLPS; see Table 1 for a
list of all abbreviations). The liquid-like behaviors of
biomolecular condensates include the tendency to adopt a
spherical shape, the spread over a solid surface like a glass slide,
and the disposition to fuse with each other upon contact. The
corresponding behaviors of water droplets are largely driven by
surface tension, which tends to minimize the surface area and

Figure 1. Molecular nature of biomolecular condensates. (a) Protein
droplets and the intermolecular interaction networks inside. The
brightfield image has appeared in ref 48. Copyright 2019 the original
authors. (b) Analogy between biomolecular phase separation and water
liquid−vapor coexistence. (c) Top: molecular picture of the interface.
Bottom: density profile in the interfacial region.
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hence results in a spherical shape of a water droplet. For water
droplets, the exterior is air (plus a small amount of water vapor)
and can thus be treated as a vacuum. For protein droplets, the
exterior is the bulk phase. In contrast to membrane-bound
organelles, there is no membrane that separates the two phases.
Rather, both solvent and solute molecules can freely exchange
between the phases (hence the term membraneless organelles).
The interphase interface is a finite region where the protein
concentrations transition from high values to low values (Figure
1c).
The liquid-like properties are essential for the functions of

many biomolecular condensates. For example, free exchange of
molecules between the bulk and dense phases allows for the
sequestration of certain molecules inside condensates (e.g.,
mRNA inside stress granules82,88,141), and for biochemical
reactions to occur at elevated concentrations of reactants (and
enzymes) inside condensates142 and for the release of products
into the bulk phase.15,143 Moreover, liquid-like condensates can
readily assemble and disassemble in response to, e.g., change in
constituent concentrations9,31,144 or posttranslational modifica-
tions.13,58,66,78,141,145 However, it is important to emphasize that
biomolecular condensates are only partly liquid-like; they are
also partly solid-like. Because molecules are free to move in
liquids but are confined to their local positions in solids, liquids
respond to a moving force as a viscous flow (Figure 2a) whereas
solids respond to a static force as an elastic deformation in shape
(Figure 2b). Materials including biomolecular condensates that

are partly liquid-like and partly solid-like are said to be
viscoelastic. Some biomolecular condensates are purely solid-
like, in the form of reversible aggregates (Figure 2c) or gels. Over
time, many condensates transition frommore liquid-like tomore
solid-like, a process known as aging.
This review provides the fundamentals for understanding the

complex behaviors and properties of biomolecular condensates.
We also strive to present mechanistic interpretations of
experimental data from the literature, and hope that the
materials here can help others derive interpretations of their
data. Particular attention is paid to the integration of theoretical
models and molecular simulations with experimental observa-
tions in deriving physical insights.

2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Throughout this review, we take the simplifying conceptual view
where only solute molecules are considered explicitly. The
solvent is in the background but affects the interactions between
solute molecules. The intermolecular interaction energy is thus
actually a potential of mean force, with solvent degrees of
freedom averaged out. When such effective interactions between
solute molecules vanish, the solution is called “ideal”, similar to
an ideal gas. For solutions as well as for gases, intermolecular
interactions cause deviations from ideality.
With this conceptual view, a solution with a single protein

solute species is then a one-component system; likewise when
the solution contains two different proteins it is a two-
component system. The thermodynamic state of a single-
component system is specified by its temperature (T) and
pressure (p). For a two-component system, we need to
additionally specify its composition, e.g., the mole fraction
(x1) of one of the two components. The thermodynamic state of
a ν-component system is specified by ν + 1 variables: T, p, and xi
where i = 1 to ν - 1.
Exceptions to the implicit view of solvent will be made when

presenting the Flory−Huggins theory for polymer solutions
(Subsection 2.4) and when discussing explicit-solvent molecular
dynamics simulations (Subsection 3.1.5). Meanings of mathe-
matical symbols are collected in Table 2.
2.1. Phase Boundaries
When the system forms two coexisting phases (labeled as I and
II), the following conditions must be satisfied:

T TI II= (1a)

p pI II= (1b)

i, 1 toi i,I ,II= = (1c)

where μi denotes the chemical potential, or free energy on a per
molecule basis, of component i in a given phase. The two phases
require a total of 2(ν + 1) variables for full specification, but eqs
1a−1c contain only ν + 2 identities, 2(ν + 1) − (ν + 2) = ν
variables remain free when the two phases coexist. In particular,
for a one-component system, there is one such free variable. This
could be either T or p, but not both. For example, at 1
atmospheric pressure, the liquid−vapor phase transition of
water occurs precisely at 100 °C. That is, when p is varied, T at
two-phase coexistence cannot independently vary but is a
function of p. This T − p curve defines the boundary between
the phases (Figure 3a). Each point on the boundary corresponds
to two coexisting phases, one at a low concentration (the bulk or
dilute phase) and one at a high concentration (the dense phase).

Table 1. List of Abbreviations

A1-
LCD hnRNPA1 low-complexity domain

FMAP Fast Fourier transform-based modeling of atomistic protein−
protein interactions

FRAP Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
GAFF General Amber force field
IDP Intrinsically disordered proteins
LCST Lower critical solution temperature
LLPS Liquid−liquid phase separation
MSD Mean square displacement
OT Optical-tweezers instrument
RPA Random phase approximation
UCST Upper critical solution temperature

Figure 2. Different material states. (a) A liquid in a steady shear flow.
(b) A solid under a static shear strain. (c) Reversible aggregates as a
solid-like form of biomolecular condensates. A cropped version of the
brightfield image is shown in Figure 15d and has appeared in ref 146.
Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society. (d) A gel produced by
arrested spinodal decomposition in coarse-grained simulations.
Reproduced from ref 147. Copyright 2022 the original authors.
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Table 2. List of Symbols

Symbols Meanings

a Radius of a solid bead
α Constant in van der Waals equation
A Area

Constant in van der Waals equation
Bl Virial coefficients
C Concentration
d Range of intermolecular interaction
e Unit vector
E Internal energy
f(x) A function
f Force between two molecules

Helmholtz free energy per unit volume
F, F Force

Helmholtz free energy

Gibbs free energy per unit volume
g Force per unit mass
G0 Shear modulus
G(t) Shear relaxation modulus
G*(ω) Complex shear modulus
G′(ω), G″(ω) Elastic modulus and viscous modulus

Gibbs free energy
H Height
I ̃ Unit tensor
kB Boltzmann constant

Instantaneous total kinetic energy
L Length
m Mass
n Unit normal vector
n, n′ Particle index
N Number of molecules
p Pressure
p̃ Pressure tensor

Instantaneous pressure tensor

Momentum vector
Pl(x) Legendre polynomials
q NMR relaxation parameter
Ql(x) Variant form of Legendre polynomials
r Intermolecular distance; radial distance
R Droplet radius
s Axial distance; separation between two interfaces
S Entropy

Symbols Meanings

t Time
t Unit tangential vector
T Temperature
u Displacement vector
U, U Velocity
v Molecular-scale volume; velocity
v Velocity vector
V Volume
w Radius of a Gaussian laser beam
W Work

Virial
x, y, z Cartesian coordinates
x Mole fraction
x Position vector
X Bead position
ZN Partition function
α A critical exponent
β 1/kBT
γ Interfacial tension
δ, Δ Phase shift
ε̃ Strain-rate tensor
ϵ Magnitude of intermolecular attractive energy
η Viscosity
θ Polar angle
Θ(x) Heaviside step function
κ Spring constant or stiffness
λ Stickiness parameter
μ Chemical potential
ν Number of solute components
ξ Friction coefficient
ρ Number density; probability density
ϱ Mass density
σ̃ Shear-strain tensor
τ Time difference; time constant
τ̃ Stress tensor
ϕ Volume fraction; azimuthal angle
φ(r) Intermolecular interaction energy at distance r
Φ Total potential energy
χ Flory−Huggins interaction parameter; effective spring

constant
Ψ Stream function
ω Angular frequency

Figure 3. Different forms of phase boundaries. (a) Phase boundary of a one-component system on the T−p plane. (b) The same phase boundary
shown as a binodal. At a given temperature, the concentrations of the two phases (includingCth for the bulk phase) are fixed even as the total amount of
the solute is changed. The latter change only affects the volume fractions of the two phases. (c) The phase boundary of a two-component system at a
given temperature. Now the concentrations vary according to the composition (i.e., molar ratio). Each composition determines the concentrations of
the two components in each of the two phases; a tie line connects the concentrations in the two phases.
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Another form of phase boundary is to plot the concentrations
of the two phases at different temperatures (Figure 3b); this plot
is called a binodal. At a given temperature, when the
concentration of the protein solution is below the bulk
concentration on the binodal, phase separation cannot happen.
When the protein concentration is increased to between the bulk
and dense concentrations on the binodal, phase separation
happens, because the initial homogeneous solution is
thermodynamically less stable than the phase-separated state.
The amount of protein that is found in the dense phase, as
specified by the volume fraction of the dense phase, depends on
the initial concentration. The higher the initial concentration
(closer to the high-concentration arm of the binodal), the higher
the total volume of protein droplets. In the physics literature, the
minimal concentration required for phase separation is called
the saturation concentration. We refer to it as the threshold
concentration and denote it as Cth.
For water, there exists a high temperature, 374 °C, above

which there is no more liquid−vapor phase transition. This
point is known as the critical point and the temperature is known
as the critical temperature (Tc). In essence, at such a high
temperature, there is no more difference between the two
phases. Biomolecular condensates usually exhibit such a critical
point. The critical temperature for most biomolecular
condensates serves as the ceiling (upper critical solution
temperature, or UCST) of phase-separation temperatures
(Figure 3a, b). For some condensates, Tc serves as the floor
(lower critical solution temperature, or LCST) of phase-
separation temperatures.110,145,148−150 We limit ourselves to
UCST. Both Cth and Tc can serve as an indicator of the easiness
of phase separation: proteins with a lower Cth or a higher Tc
more readily phase separate. Biomolecular condensates typically
have Cth at the low μM or even sub-μM range, allowing for their
formation at physiological concentrations.
For a two-component system, the number of independent

variables at two-phase coexistence increases to two. At a given
temperature, the threshold concentrations are no longer a single
value but are a variable (Figure 3c), changing with the initial
molar ratio of the two components. Similar to the one-
component system, the dense phases of biomolecular
condensates are characterized by much higher concentrations
than the bulk phases, at least for the major components, i.e.,
those with the highest mole fractions and hence drivers of phase
separation. A different situation is represented by the phase
separation of oil-vinegar mixtures: here one phase is rich in oil
and another is rich in vinegar. Sometimes analogy has been
drawn between biomolecular condensates and oil-vinegar
mixtures. This analogy is not entirely appropriate, as the main
difference between the condensate phase and the surrounding
bulk phase is in the concentrations, not compositions, of the
major components; a much better analogy, as has been made
above, is between phase separation and vapor−liquid (or gas−
liquid) phase transition.
In making the latter analogy, the pressure in a gas−liquid

system corresponds to the osmotic pressure of a protein
solution, i.e., the increase in solution pressure due to the
presence of protein solute molecules.151 All free energies,
including the Gibbs free energy ( ), Helmholtz free energy( ),
and chemical potential, are relative to the hypothetical
undissolved state (where solute and solvent are separated).
Also note that we use the terms concentration and density
interchangeably.

2.1.1. Phase Separation as a Noise Buffering Mecha-
nism? The fact that, at a given temperature, a one-component
system upon phase separation has a fixed concentration (Cth) in
the bulk phase (Figure 3b) motivated Kosin et al.152 to propose
that LLPS provides a mechanism to buffer noise, i.e.,
concentration fluctuations, in cells. However, Riback and
Brangwynne153 argued that, for multicomponent systems, Cth
for each component is no longer fixed but varies with the
composition as illustrated in Figure 3c. Riback et al.143 then
showed that nucleoli and other condensates do not have fixed
Cth, as endogenous LLPS is driven by multicomponent
interactions. This debate has stimulated theoretical studies.154

2.2. van der Waals Equation of State
A simple model for explaining gas−liquid phase transition and,
by extension, phase separation is provided by the van der Waals
equation of state:155

p aN V V N Nk T( / )( )2 2
B+ = (2)

where N is the number of molecules, V is the volume of the
container, and kB is the Boltzmann constant. Without the terms
with coefficients a and , eq 2 reduces to the ideal gas law. These
terms represent corrections to the pressure and volume,
respectively, due to intermolecular interactions. These correc-
tions were motivated by a generic form of intermolecular
interaction energy function φ(r) displayed in Figure 4a, which

features soft attraction (with magnitude ϵ) when the molecules
come into contact and steric repulsion when they further
approach to become overlapping with each other (intermo-
lecular distance r < d0). The steric repulsion gives rise to the
volume correction in the van der Waals equation, as the volume
actually accessible to eachmolecule is less than the volume of the
container. The soft attraction gives rise to the pressure
correction, as intermolecular attraction reduces the chance of
molecules bombarding the container wall and hence the
measured pressure. These considerations lead to

a vatt= (3a)

Figure 4. van der Waals model for the gas−liquid phase transition of
simple fluids and for the phase separation of protein solutions. (a) A
generic intermolecular potential, as represented by the Lennard-Jones
potential φ(r) = 4ϵ [(d0/r)6 − (d0/r)12]. (b) p−V isotherms. (c) The
van der Waals loop and Maxwell equal-area construction. Semicircles
indicate binodal densities; triangles indicate spinodal densities. (d) The
binodal (blue curve) and spinodal (red curve).
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vrep= (3b)

where vatt is a volume set by the width of the soft attraction and
vrep is a volume set by the width of the steric repulsion.
Figure 4b displays the p − V relation of eq 2 at constant

temperatures (withN fixed). At high temperatures, pmonotoni-
cally decreases with increasing V, similar to an ideal gas. As T is
decreased, at a certain value (i.e., the critical temperature, Tc),
the p − V isotherm starts to be nonmonotonic. The
nonmonotonic portion is known as the van der Waals loop,
and is a signature for gas−liquid phase transition. The volumes
(or number densities, ρ ≡N/V) of the two coexisting phases are
determined by the conditions of eqs 1a−1c. By definition, every
point on a p − V isotherm has the same temperature; so eq 1a is
automatically satisfied. If we draw a horizontal line through the
van der Waals loop, the intersection points all have the same
pressure, thereby satisfying eq 1b (Figure 4c). Lastly we can
adjust the vertical position of this horizontal line to satisfy eq 1c.
That latter condition is satisfied when the horizontal line is at a
position such that the area under the p − V curve and above the
line (shaded in magenta) and the area over the p − V curve and
below the line (shaded in green) are equal. This procedure for
identifying the coexisting gas and liquid phases is known as
Maxwell construction.156 The equal-area condition ensures that
the difference in Gibbs free energy (= Nμ) is zero between the
gas and liquid phases. The corresponding densities become two
points on the binodal (blue curve in Figure 4d). Equal-area
construction can also be carried out over μ − ρ isotherms
(Subsection 3.1.1).157

The critical point is where the van der Waals loop collapses
into a single point (indicated by a circle in Figure 4b). At this
special point, the first and second derivatives of the p − V curve
are both zero:

p
V

0
N T T, c

=
= (4a)

p
V

0
N T T

2

2
, c

=
= (4b)

These conditions allow us to find the critical point as

k T a8
27B c =

(5a)

1
3c =

(5b)

Using eqs 3a and 3b in eq 5a, we obtain

k T v v(8 /27 )B c att rep= (5c)

The last expression captures the very important conclusion that
the critical temperature increases with the strength of
intermolecular attraction−the stronger the attraction, the higher
the critical temperature. An ideal gas does not have
intermolecular attraction (or repulsion) and hence cannot
undergo gas−liquid phase transition. Neither can a hard-sphere
liquid, which has steric repulsion but not attraction.

2.2.1. Mechanisms of Phase Separation. Note that the
van der Waals loop has a portion, drawn as a red dash in Figure
4c and demarcated by two triangles at the local maximum and
local minimum, where the pressure increases with increasing
volume. The simultaneous increase of p and V is unphysical and
indicates that the system is unstable over this range of densities.

The two bounds of this density range define the spinodal (red
curve in Figure 4d). As these bounds occur at the extrema of the
p − V curve, they can be found by requiring that the first
derivative be zero:

p
V

0 on spinodal
N T,

=
(6a)

This condition leads to the following equation for the spinodal:

T
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2

=
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(6b)

Within the spinodal, the system is unstable and thus
spontaneously undergoes phase transition. The mechanism by
which this transition happens is called spinodal decomposition
(see Subsection 3.1.4).
Between gas and liquid densities, the van der Waals loop has

two regions where p decreases with increasing V as expected of
physical systems (Figure 4c). These regions are located inside
the binodal but outside the spinodal, one on the low-density side
and the other on the high-density side (Figure 4d). In both of
these regions, the system is metastable and correspondingly
phase transition can be slow. An oversaturated vapor (on the
low-density side) condenses by forming molecular clusters,
referred to as nuclei. For a spherical nucleus with radius R, the
difference of its Gibbs free energy from that of the oversaturated
vapor of the same volume is158

R R R( ) (4 /3) (4 )V
3 2= + (7)

where V is a positive quantity denoting the free-energy
difference between a unit volume of oversaturated vapor and a
unit volume of the nucleus, and γ, known as surface tension, is
another positive quantity representing the increase in the energy
of the nucleus per unit surface area created. (see Subsection 2.5).
Starting from a 0 value at R = 0, R( ) becomes more andmore
positive with increasing R, and hence it is more favorable for the
nucleus to disappear. However, upon reaching a critical size
where R( ) is at its maximum, further growth becomes
favorable. Equation 7 suffers from a number of deficiencies,
including not accounting for the fact that the maximum of

R( ) should vanish when the initial vapor approaches the
spinodal.159 Nevertheless it makes the crucial point that
condensation by the nucleation-and-growth mechanism, in
contrast to spinodal decomposition, is a slow process. It likewise
qualitatively models the evaporation of superheated liquids (on
the high-density side); the nuclei are now gas bubbles.
In short, gas−liquid phase transition and also phase separation

occur by two distinct mechanisms: by (spontaneous) spinodal
decomposition inside the spinodal and by (slow) nucleation and
growth between the spinodal and binodal. Both spinodal
decomposition and nucleation and growth have been observed
for the formation of biomolecular condensates.28,144,160−168 The
binodal and spinodal from the van derWaals equation, displayed
in Figure 4d, illustrate another fact: the area within the spinodal
is much larger than that between the spinodal and binodal.
Based on this fact and the observation that biomolecular
condensates are usually formed quickly, Mazarakos et al. have
concluded that spinodal decomposition is the dominant
mechanism for biomolecular condensates.147 On the other
hand, it has been suggested that cells may want to keep
component concentrations to a minimum required for phase
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separation, i.e., crossing the low-concentration arm of the
binodal just enough into the left metastable region, and thus
nucleation and growth would the favored mechanism.169

2.3. Virial Expansion

A formal way to write the equation of state is a virial expansion:

p B
l

l
l

2

= +
= (8)

where Bl are constants known as virial coefficients. The first term
is what is given by the ideal gas law; the higher-order terms thus
account for intermolecular interactions. While eq 8 can be
viewed as a Taylor expansion, what is interesting is that each Bl
coefficient can be calculated from integrals involving precisely l
molecules.170 In particular, the second virial coefficient is

B r r e1
2

d 4 1r
2

0

2 ( )= [ ]
(9)

where β = 1/kBT. A simple intermolecular interaction energy
function that conforms to the generic form of Figure 4a is the
square-well potential:
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Its second virial coefficient is

B d d d e
2
3

2
3

( )( 1)2 0
3 3

0
3=

(11a)

Note that the steric repulsion of the potential makes B2 positive
whereas the soft attraction makes B2 negative. The stronger the
attraction is, the more negative B2 becomes. Also, the virial
coefficients are temperature-dependent. At high temperatures
(i.e., small β), we can expand the Boltzmann factor eβϵ to first
order in β, leading to

B d d d
2
3

2
3

( )2 0
3 3

0
3

(11b)

B2 grows more negative with decreasing temperature.
The van der Waals equation of state can be expressed as a

virial expansion:

p a
1

2=
(12a)

a( ) 2 2 3 3 4= + + + + ··· (12b)

The second virial coefficient here is

B a2 = (12c)

Comparing with eq 11b, we can now see further justification for
eqs 3a and 3b in relating a and to the attractive and repulsive
parts of the potential, respectively. Note that the attractive part
of the potential contributes only to B2 and not any higher-order
virial coefficient. The dependence of p on ρ as given by eq 12b is
nonmonotonic only because B2 is negative, and a gas−liquid
phase transition occurs only when p is a nonmonotonic function
of ρ. Equation 12b thus perfectly illustrates why B2 is an
indicator of phase transition. More specifically, the more
negative B2 is, the higher the critical temperature becomes.

The temperature at which B2 becomes 0 is called the Boyle
temperature, denoted asTB. Setting the right-hand side of eq 12c
to 0, one finds

k T a
B B =

(13a)

Compared with eq 5a, we have

T T8
27c B=

(13b)

A thermodynamic result that will be used next and also later is
the Gibbs−Duhem equation:

SdT Vdp Nd 0+ = (14a)

where S denotes entropy. For processes at constant temperature,
the first term drops out. Dividing by V, we find

dp d= (14b)

or

d dp
1=

(14c)

Using this last result, we obtain a virial expansion for the
chemical potential:171

p
Ad

1
0

1= +
(15a)

A
lB

l
ln( )

1l

l l
2

2

1= +
= (15b)

id ex+ (15c)

where A1 and A2 are unimportant constants. The first term on
the right-hand side of eq 15b expresses the chemical potential of
an ideal gas (or ideal solution; denoted as μid). The higher order
terms are due to intermolecular interactions, and together make
up the “excess” part (denoted as μex). Equation 15b will serve as
a motivation for Subsection 3.1.1.
For the van der Waals equation of state, applying eq 15a

results in

A
aln

1 1
22= +
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k
jjjj

y
{
zzzz

(16)

The Helmholtz free energy per unit volume is

V
p=

(17a)

A aln( ) ln(1 )2
2= + (17b)

2.4. Flory−Huggins Theory
Flory and Huggins developed a theory for the phase separation
of polymer solutions, by combining a lattice model for the
entropy of mixing polymer and solvent molecules and a mean-
field treatment for interaction energies.49 The result is the
following expression for the change inHelmholtz free energy per
unit volume, from the undissolved state where the polymers and
solvent molecules are confined to separate subcompartments to
the dissolved state with homogeneous polymer−solvent mixing:
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v
L

ln (1 )ln(1 ) (1 )1 FH= + +

(18)

The meanings of the symbols are as follows: v1 is the volume of a
monomeric unit as well as that of a solvent molecule (each of
which occupies a single cell in the lattice); L is the chain length of
the polymer, measured as the number of monomeric units; ϕ =
Lv1ρ is the fraction of volume occupied by polymers instead of
solvent molecules (ρ: number density of polymer chains); and
χFH is the Flory−Huggins interaction parameter, equal to one-
half of the change in energy when one polymer−polymer
contact and one solvent−solvent contact are broken to form two
polymer−solvent contacts. Note that a positive χFH means that
polymer−polymer contacts are more attractive than polymer−
solvent contacts; this is the case that will be considered below.
Comparing eq 18 for polymer solutions with the counterpart,

eq 17b, for the van derWaals model for protein solutions, we see
certain resemblance. In particular, χFH corresponds to the van
der Waals parameter a for the magnitude of solute−solute
attraction. The (osmotic) pressure here is

p
V N T,

=
(19a)

=
(19b)
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This last expression is to be compared with the virial expansion,
eq 12b, of the van der Waals model. In both cases, only the
second virial coefficient can be negative. For the present case,

B v L
1
22 FH 1

2= i
k
jjj y

{
zzz (19e)

which, when compared with eq 12c, clearly shows that χFH plays
the same role as the van der Waals parameter a. The Boyle
temperature is given by

k T
1
2

FH

B B
=

(20)

Similar to the van der Waals equation, eq 18 predicts a critical
temperature below which two phases coexist (Figure 5a); the
two phases differ in polymer concentrations (i.e., different ϕ

values). The critical point can be determined by eqs 5a and 5b,
i.e., the first and second derivatives of p with respect to V are 0.
Because p itself is the first derivative of the Helmholtz free
energy (eq 19a), eqs 5a and 5b become conditions on the second
and third derivatives of :

0
T T

2

2
c

=
= (21a)

0
T T

3

3
c

=
= (21b)

The resulting critical point is

k T
L

L
(1 )

2
FH

B c

2

= +
(22a)

L
1

1c =
+ (22b)

Comparing eq 22a with eq 20, we find

T
T

L L1 2c
B

1/2 1=
+ + (23)

Dignon et al.172 found a very strong correlation between TB and
Tc for coarse-grained IDP chains; they determined TB by
calculating the second virial coefficient using umbrella-sampling
Monte Carlo simulations and determined Tc by calculating the
binodal using slab-geometry molecular dynamics simulations.
The equation for the spinodal can be found by setting to 0 the

second derivative of with respect to ϕ (i.e., eq 21a), and is

L
1

2
1

2(1 )FH = +
(24)

The binodal has to be found numerically, though Qian et al.173

have recently found a near-exact analytical solution. Illustrative
results for the binodal and spinodal are shown in Figure 5b.
Again, only a small portion of the area within the binodal is
outside the spinodal.
The Flory−Huggins theory has been extremely important for

conceptual understanding of phase separation. As recognized by
Flory,49 quantitatively it has limitations due to the simplifica-
tionsmade to derive the theory, in particular the assumption that
a polymer chain can cross itself (instead of self-avoiding).
Nevertheless the theory and its extensions have been used to fit
experimental data.173−177 The multicomponent version of the
Flory−Huggins theory has been used to study noise buffering154
and the number of coexisting phases.178

A lowest-order correction to the mean-field treatment is
random phase approximation (RPA),179,180 a name that
originated from the theory of correlated electrons.181,182 Chan
and co-workers developed a sequence-dependent RPA to model
phase separation of IDPs.183,184 RPA captures the trend of
charge-pattern dependence of polyampholyte phase separation,
though lattice Monte Carlo simulations185 and field-theoretic
simulations186 have revealed inaccuracies (e.g., overestimation
of the chemical potential at low densities). Lastly we note that
Chang et al.187 have combined the Flory−Huggins mixing
entropy with the excess free energy calculated fromMonte Carlo
simulations to determine the binodals of oppositely charged
polyelectrolytes.

Figure 5. Flory−Huggins theory for polymer solutions. (a) − ϕ
isotherms. At T < Tc, a local minimum merges at very small ϕ (zoomed
region). (b) The binodal (blue curve) and spinodal (red curve).
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2.5. Interfaces
As alluded to in the Introduction, the interfaces of biomolecular
condensates with the bulk phase (Figure 1c) are the place where
many of their liquid-like behaviors are manifested, in particular
the tendency to minimize the interfacial area. At the interface,
the interactions between molecules are different from those in
the interior of each homogeneous phase. Hence there is tension
at the interface and an expansion in the interfacial area leads to
an increase in the energy of the system, just like compression of a
fluid would. Indeed, whereas the change in energy resulting from
a volume change dV is -pdV, the change in energy resulting from
an interfacial area change dA is γdA. Thus, the interfacial tension
γ, or energy per unit area, is similar to the pressure in many
respects. For a one-component system with an interphase
interface, the fundamental thermodynamic relation for the
internal energy becomes

dE TdS pdV dN dA= + + (25)

A γA term has already appeared in eq 7.
Given that the interface has a finite thickness, spanned by a

gradual change in the number density, ρ(z), measured per unit
length along the z axis, how can we select a single dividing
surface (at z = zd) between the two phases (referred to as I and
II; bottom panel of Figure 1c)? Consider a hypothetical state
where each phase is homogeneous all the way to the dividing
surface. In particular, the number densities are uniform in both
phases (as indicated by the dashed lines in bottom panel of
Figure 1c), and suffer an abrupt change at z = zd. In this
hypothetical state, any extensive thermodynamic property H (=
E, S, V,N, . . .) is the sum of its values in the two phases:HI +HII.
The difference in H between the real system and the
hypothetical state can be attributed to the interface:

H H H H( )intf I II= + (26)

By definition,Vintf = 0. The number of molecules attributed to
the interface can be found as

N z z z zd ( ) d d
z

z
intf II I

d

d

=
(27a)

We can choose zd such that

N 0intf = (27b)

resulting in the Gibbs dividing surface. The differential form for
the internal energy of the interface is

dE TdS dAintf intf= + (28)

For a two-component system, we can use eq 27b on one of the
components (say component 1) but not both. The number of
component-2 molecules,N2;intf, attributed to the interface can be
either positive or negative, corresponding to either enrichment
or depletion at the interface (relative to the dense phase). Eq 28
is modified to

dE TdS dN dAintf intf 2 2;intf= + + (29a)

The fact that all extensive thermodynamic properties are first-
order homogeneous functions implies

E TS N Aintf intf 2 2;intf= + + (29b)

Using eq 29b in eq 29a, we obtain

S dT N d Ad 0intf 2;intf 2+ + = (29c)

which can be seen as a generalization of the Gibbs−Duhem eq
(eq 14a). Under constant temperature, the last equation leads to

N

A
T T2,II

2;intf 2

2,II

=
(30)

Note that for any thermodynamically stable state,

0
T

>
(31)

similar to the condition 0p
V T

< (see Subsections 2.2.1 and

3.1.1). Therefore, according to eq 30, the presence of a
component-2 that is enriched at the interface (i.e.,N2;intf > 0) will
decrease the interfacial tension. This is just the mechanism for
surfactants (e.g., soap): their enrichment at the water−air
interface reduces the surface tension, allowing the surface to
stretch more easily. Conversely, depletion of an additive results
in an increase in the surface tension of water; salts are such
examples.
2.6. Viscous Flows
The flow of liquids is governed by the Navier−Stokes eqs
(Supporting Information Section S1), which model the liquids
as viscous (with viscosity η; see Subsection 4.3.1). The solution
of this equation is the velocity field v(x,t), comprising the
velocity at all positions (represented by x) of the liquid at time t.

2.6.1. Time-Dependent Shear Flow. In the shear flow
illustrated in Figure 2a, the flow velocity (vx, along the x axis)
and its gradient (∂vx/∂y, along the y axis) are perpendicular to
each other. The Navier−Stokes equations then simplify to
(Supporting Information eq S147)

v y t
t

v y t
y

( , ) ( , )x x
2

2=
(32)

where ϱ is the mass density (= mρ, with m denoting molecular
mass and ρ denoting number density). This equation has exactly
the same form as the diffusion equation, and is used in
Supporting Information Subsection S7.2 to derive the micro-
scopic formulation of the viscosity.
If a thin layer in the middle of the liquid is forced to flow in the

x direction at time t = 0, then neighboring layers will also flow in
the same direction (Figure 6a). The magnitudes of the flow
velocities decrease as the layers are farther positioned from the
initial layer; the overall velocity profile is a Gaussian function as
predicted by eq 32.

2.6.2. Steady Shear Flow. As depicted in Figure 2a, for a
liquid confined between two plates, when the top plate is moving

Figure 6. Viscous flows. (a) A boundless shear flow. A flow velocity in
the x direction is generated in a small bin around y = 0 at time 0 (left
panel). Over time, the velocity field spreads to other y values (right
panel). (b) A Poiseuille flow. Arrowed lines indicate velocity fields.
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at a constant velocity U, a steady flow field will be established.
Because there is no dependence on time, eq 32 reduces to

v y
y
( )

0x
2

2 =
(33)

The velocity gradient is a constant

v y
y

U
L

( )x =
(34a)

where L is the separation between the two plates. Such a velocity
gradient will be used in Subsection 4.3.1 to explain viscosity. The
resulting velocity field is a linear function,

v U
L

yx =
(34b)

displayed by a set of arrowed lines in Figure 2a.
2.6.3. Poiseuille Flow. Another type of flow, relevant to a

method for measuring viscosity188 (Subsection 4.3.5), is driven
by a constant pressure gradient, Δp/Lp, across a long circular
pipe (Figure 6b). For this Poiseuille flow, the Navier−Stokes
equations become (Supporting Information eq S8)
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(35)

where s denotes the axial distance. The velocity profile is given
by

v
p

L
R s

1
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( )z
p

p
2 2=

(36a)

where Rp is the radius of the pipe. The average over the cross
section is

v
R p

L8z
p

2

p
=

(36b)

3. PHASE EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES
This section focuses on factors that affect the equilibrium
between bimolecular condensates and the surrounding bulk (or
dilute) phase. We first summarize various methods that have
been developed or applied to compute binodals. We then delve
into how global factors including temperature, salts, and pH
affect the phase equilibrium, highlight recent progress in
predicting the sequence dependence of IDP phase-separation
threshold concentration, and present general rules on how
intermolecular interaction strengths govern multicomponent
phase separation.
3.1. Computational Methods
Phase equilibria are determined by eqs 1a−1c, i.e., equalities in
temperature, pressure, and chemical potential between the two
coexisting phases. Any method that computes the phase
equilibrium must satisfy these equalities. Below we explain
how each method achieves these equalities and note other
important details. In all cases the system is maintained at
constant temperature, thereby guaranteeing the equality in
temperature between the phases; hence this equality will not be
elaborated further. Implementations of the first three methods
are illustrated in ref 189.

3.1.1. FMAP-Based Chemical Potential Calculation. In
Subsection 2.2 we mentioned that the phase equilibrium can be

determined by a Maxwell-type equal-area construction over μ −
ρ isotherms. We will demonstrate this point shortly, but first we
want to describe the FMAP for calculating chemical
potentials.157 FMAP stands for fast Fourier transform-based
modeling of atomistic protein−protein interactions. It is rooted
in Widom’s formulation of the excess chemical potential (see eq
15c):190

e e U
N V T, ,

ex
I= (37)

where UI is the interaction energy of a test molecule with a
system of N molecules at constant volume V and constant
temperature T − i.e., in a canonical ensemble, and ⟨···⟩N,V,T
signifies averaging over a canonical ensemble of system
configurations and over a uniform distribution of the locations
where the test molecule is to be inserted (Figure 7a). The key
idea behind FMAP is to express the interaction energy UI (or
each of its terms) as a correlation function and then evaluate the
latter via fast Fourier transform.

To generate a μ − ρ isotherm, μ calculations are carried out
for a range of number densities, obtained by preparing systems
with different numbers of molecules (N1, N2, . . .) in the same
volume (Figure 7a). Once μex is calculated at these different
densities, its dependence on ρ is fit to a fifth-order polynomial
(see eq 15b; Figure 7b). The ideal part of the chemical potential
is then added in (eq 15c; Figure 7c). Normally, μ is a
monotonically increasing function of ρ, but when two phases can
coexist, a nonmonotonic portion appears, similar to the van der
Waals loop shown in Figure 4c. We can thus carry out an equal-
area construction (Figure 7c), similar to the Maxwell
construction for a p − V isotherm (Figure 4c). Here, the
horizontal line bisecting the μ − ρ isotherm ensures the two
stable phases (referred to as I and II), identified by the inner and
outer intersection points of the horizontal line and the μ − ρ
curve, have the same chemical potential. The equal-area
requirement last fulfills the condition of equality in pressure.
To see this point, we integrate both sides of eq 14b to obtain

p p dII I I

II
=

(38)

Figure 7. Binodal determination by FMAP-based chemical potential
calculation. (a) FMAP calculation over a range of densities. (b) Excess
chemical (“+” symbols) and its fit to a polynomial (curve). (c) The full
chemical potential and equal-area construction. Circles indicate binodal
densities. (d) The binodal. Adapted from ref 189 with permission.
Copyright 2023 the original authors.
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which can be seen as the difference between the enclosed areas
above and below the horizontal line and is thus 0 under the
equal-area condition.
We note that field-theoretic simulations have been used to

calculate the chemical potentials of IDPs modeled as polymer
chains.186 In field-theoretic simulations, one works not with
particles but with a chemical potential field.191

The ρI and ρII values determined at a series of temperatures
are finally plotted as a binodal (Figure 7d). To determine the
critical point, one can simultaneously fit the mean of ρI and ρII to
the law of rectilinear diameter192

A T T
2

( )I II
c c

+
= +

(39a)

and the difference in density to a scaling law

B T T
2

( )II I
c

1=
(39b)

where A and B are fitting parameters and α1 is known as a critical
exponent in the physics literature. For phase separation, gas−
liquid transition, and other phase transitions of the same
universal class, α1 ≈ 0.32.
By collecting the local maximum and local minimum of the

van der Waals loop, one can also obtain the spinodal, similar to
what is described for the van der Waals model (Subsection 2.2)
and the Flory−Huggins theory for polymer solutions (Sub-
section 2.4).
FMAP was also implemented to calculate the second virial

coefficient (B2 in Subsection 2.3) and the cross second virial
coefficient B23, which extends B2 to the interaction between two
different solute components.139,193 Consistent with the
predictions of simple theoretical models (Subsections 2.2 and
2.4), a decrease in B2 was found to correspond to an increase in
Tc for γ-crystallins modeled at the all-atom level.194

3.1.2. Gibbs Ensemble Simulations. Panagiotopoulos195

introduced a method where two separate simulation boxes,
initially identical (Figure 8a), evolve to become two phases that
differ in density and are at equilibrium with each other (Figure
8b, c). The evolution involves exchanges of volumes and
molecules between the two boxes, which are designed to achieve

equalities in pressure and chemical potential, respectively. The
densities of the two boxes can then be used to build the binodal
(Figure 8d). The combined system, with the total molecule
number and total volume fixed, is said to be in a Gibbs ensemble.
Exchanges in volumes and molecules between the two boxes

as well as molecule movements within each box were originally
implemented through Monte Carlo procedures. An interesting
recent development is the implementation by field-theoretic
simulations.186,196 In Gibbs ensemble simulations of polymer
systems by Monte Carlo, insertion of polymer chains into a
dense box, a step necessary for implementing molecule
exchange, has a very low success rate, leading to the omission
of the exchange of polymer chains.197,198 Field-theoretic
simulations enable such exchanges.186

3.1.3. Slab-Geometry Simulations. A binodal calculation
method that has an even longer history than the Gibbs ensemble
and is the most widely used for modeling biomolecular
condensates is slab-geometry simulation (Figure 9). The earliest
report of such a simulation that we are aware of is by Rao et al. in
1976 for the gas−liquid coexistence of a Lennard-Jones fluid.199
In a typical implementation, one starts with a very dense slab at
the center of a long simulation box (Figure 9a). Molecules then
move out of the dense slab and eventually reach equilibrium
between a dense phase at the center and a dilute phase on the
two sides. Because of the free exchange of molecules between
them, the two phases naturally reach equalities in pressure and
chemical potential. The densities in different bins along the long
axis (taken as the z axis) are then calculated and are fit to a
function like (Figure 9b)

z
z z

d
( )

2 2
tanhI II I II d=

+
+

(40)

to obtain the densities ρI and ρII in the two phases as well as the
position zd of the dividing surface and the width d of the
interface.
Slab-geometry simulations are unique in that they produce

two phases that coexist side by side, separated by two planar
interfaces. The presence of these interfaces allows the
calculation of the interfacial tension (see Subsection 4.2.1).

3.1.4. SpiDec Simulations. The initial dense slab in slab-
geometry simulations may be difficult to prepare and also
hinders the exchange of molecules with the dilute phase (see
next subsection). Mazarakos et al.147 recently developed a
variation dubbed SpiDec, exploiting the idea that a molecular
system started at an intermediate density that is inside the
spinodal should spontaneously and quickly phase separate. In
line with other studies,200 their coarse-grained simulations inside
the spinodal have shown that the systems form dense spheres or
cylinders when started very close to the low-density arm of the
spinodal, and form hollow cylinders or spheres when started very
close to the high-density arm of the spinodal (Figure 10a).
However, in a wide swath at the center of the spinodal, the
systems form slabs, which can be used to build binodals.
These simulations also revealed the details of the spinodal

decomposition process. Starting from a homogeneous state,
density fluctuations instantaneously lead to dense regions and
voids (Figure 10b, first panel). Neighboring dense regions
quickly condense to form domains that often are connected to
other domains (Figure 10b, second panel). The domains further
condense, typically into a single slab in a cubic box. Interestingly,
in an elongated box, the necks between domains can break,
producing separate slabs (Figure 10b, third panel). Finally, the
slabs slowly fuse into a single slab (Figure 10b, last panel).

Figure 8. Gibbs ensemble simulation. (a) Two identical boxes at the
start. (b) Densities of the two boxes monitored in a Monte Carlo
simulation. Red lines indicate average densities calculated over the
second half of the simulation. (c) The final snapshot of the simulation.
(d) The binodal. Adapted from ref 189 with permission. Copyright
2023 the original authors.
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3.1.5. Levels of Representation of Biomolecular
Systems in Simulations. The foregoing methods can all
work with a coarse-grained representation of solute molecules
with solvent treated implicitly. Many slab-geometry simulations
at the coarse-grained level have been carried out for
biomolecular condensates.84,85,137,168,172,201−248 FMAP has
been used to calculate binodals for proteins represented at the
all-atom level, albeit with the proteins treated as rigid and the
solvent treated implicitly.157,194 Zhang et al.249 have developed a
hybrid model for proteins, where the backbone is represented at

the all-atom level whereas side chains are at the coarse-grained
level, and the solvent is treated implicitly. They reached phase
equilibrium in two ways. In one, similar in spirit to SpiDec, they
started under a dilute condition to form a dense sphere (Figure
10a); in the second, similar in spirit to slab-geometry, they
started from a compacted region to reach equilibrium with the
dilute phase.
Zheng et al.250 attempted to migrate slab-geometry

simulations from a coarse-grained model to an all-atom
representation of IDPs in explicit solvent. The systems were

Figure 9. Slab-geometry simulation. (a) A typical setup. (b) Density profile (blue curve) and its fit (red curve) to eq 40. Adapted from ref 189 with
permission. Copyright 2023 the original authors.

Figure 10. Spinodal decomposition and its use for starting simulations to calculate binodals. (a) A variety of condensate morphologies when
simulations are started inside the spinodal. In each image, the cubic box is cut by a plane (appearing as gray in an empty background) and the half
behind the cut is displayed. (b) Details of the spinodal decomposition process. Images of molecular systems are from ref 147. Copyright 2022 the
original authors.
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prepared by replacing coarse-grained chains in a dense slab with
all-atom ones. In their simulations, protein chains in the dense
phase failed tomove to the dilute phase. Similarly,Welsh et al.251

replaced coarse-grained IDP and RNA chains with all-atom
ones, in a phase-separated configuration from coarse-grained
slab-geometry simulations. Again, the all-atom chains did not
appear to exchange between the phases in the simulations.
Therefore, no binodals were obtained from the all-atom
simulations in either of these studies. For a recent review of
related work, see ref 252.
Using SpiDec, Mazarakos et al.147 finally succeeded in

achieving phase equilibrium in all-atom simulations and
calculating the binodal for a tetrapeptide that was observed to
phase separate (Figure 11d below).253 The simulations were
prepared with 64 copies of the peptide randomly solvated in a
cubic box. To span a range of initial concentrations, different
numbers of water molecules were removed and each system was
equilibrated at constant temperature and pressure. For some
initial concentrations, they observed slab formation in 5 to 10 μs
of simulations, similar to coarse-grained simulations (Figure
10a). The simulations then continued in an elongated box at
constant temperature and volume to produce phase equilibra-
tion. Around the same time, De Sancho reported spontaneous
slab formation for all-atom simulations of single amino acids.254

Similar to a SpiDec setup, Galvanetto et al.177 carried out all-
atom simulations of two oppositely charged IDPs, histone 1
(H1) and prothymosin-α (ProTα), at copy numbers of 80 and

96, respectively, with random initial placement. They observed
slab formation in the simulations. Kota et al.135 used SpiDec-
based all-atom simulations to characterize the condensate
formed by mixing a small basic IDP (bIDP) called protamine
with ATP. In neither of these last two studies the solute
molecules in the dense slab exchanged with the dilute phase in
the available simulation time. Polyansky et al.255 also started all-
atom simulations of 24 copies of the N-terminal disordered
fragment of Lge1 with random initial placement, but observed a
percolating cluster instead of a slab. Such clusters likely
correspond to amorphous aggregates (Figure 2c, d) instead of
liquid droplets.
3.2. Effects of Temperature, Salts, pH, and Pressure

The basic principle from the theoretical models in Subsections
2.2−2.4 and the computational results from the methods
outlined in Subsection 3.1 is that intermolecular attraction
drives phase separation, and changes that strengthen the
attraction thus in general promote phase separation. Subsections
3.2−3.4 will illustrate how this principle is at work in actual
biomolecular condensates. First let us look at how the phase
equilibrium is affected by global factors, which act everywhere in
the (phase-separated) macromolecular solution.

3.2.1. IDPs. In statistical thermodynamics, the Boltzmann
factor exp(−φ/kBT) of the interaction energy φ determines the
probabilities of states. Intermolecular attraction is thus scaled by
the absolute temperature (see, e.g., eqs 11b and 19e); raising the

Figure 11. Effects of temperature, salt, and pH on the phase equilibria of IDPs. (a) Binodals of A1-LCD and variants with increased (Aro+) or
decreased (Aro− and Aro− −) aromatic contents. Reproduced from ref 176 with permission. Copyright 2020 The American Association for the
Advancement of Science. (b) Coexistence concentrations of H1-ProTα mixtures as a function of salt concentration. Reproduced from ref 177 with
permission. Copyright 2023 Springer Nature. (c) Coexistence concentrations of FFssFF as a function of pH. A 0.1 wt/wt concentration is
approximately 100 mg/mL. Reproduced from ref 253 with permission. Copyright 2021 Springer Nature. (d) Binodal calculated from all-atom
simulations. The force fields were the general Amber force field (GAFF)256 plus partial charges from a Gaussian calculation for the peptide and
TIP3P257 for water. Reproduced from ref 147. Copyright 2022 the original authors.
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temperature has the same effect as weakening the attraction.
That is why the binodal becomes narrower as the temperature is
raised, eventually to a point at the critical temperature. Figure
11a presents the binodals of the hnRNPA1 low-complexity
domain (A1-LCD) and two variants measured by Martin et
al.176 The data fit well to an extended Flory−Huggins theory.
Moreover, the authors calculated the binodals from lattice
Monte Carlo simulations, with the IDPs represented by a
stickers-and-spacers (“S&S”) model where aromatic residues
were assumed to be stickers and all other residues as spacers; the
strengths of attraction progressively weakened from sticker−
sticker to sticker-spacer to space−spacer pairs. Phase equili-
brium was achieved by forming a dense sphere with the
simulations started under a dilute condition (Figure 10a). The
S&S simulations predicted an increase or decrease in Tc by
adding or reducing the content of aromatic restudies, and these
predictions were validated by experimental measurements.
Binodals of other IDPs have also been measured.174

The A1-LCD results highlight the importance of π−π
interactions between aromatic residues in driving phase
separation. Other attractive interactions in biomolecular systems
include hydrophobic interactions, cation- and amino-π inter-
actions, hydrogen bonds, and interactions between opposite
charges. The latter attraction can be easily weakened by adding
salts such as KCl. Therefore, the dependence of the coexistence
concentrations on salt concentration is qualitative similar to a
binodal. Figure 11b presents such a salt dependence for H1-
ProTα mixtures at a 1:1.2 molar ratio.177 At neutral pH, H1 and

ProTα carry net charges of +53e and −44e, respectively, and
therefore experience very strong charge−charge attraction.
Raising KCl concentration from 25 mM to 157 mM has an
enormous effect on the phase equilibrium, increasing the
threshold concentration of ProTα for phase separation by 100-
fold, from 0.35 μM to 35 μM, while marginally affecting the
ProTα concentration in the dense phase. Similar increases in Cth
with increasing NaCl have been observed for many other
IDPs.12,60,65,78,174,175,258,259 In contrast, A1-LCD,259 TDP-43
LCD,260 a prion protein variant,261 resilin-like peptides,262

histidine-rich beak protein 2 (HBP-2),263 and the folded protein
lysozyme (Figure 12a)264 all show a decrease in Cth with
increasing NaCl concentration. This reverse trend is likely
related to the high net positive charges of these proteins; in
essence, charge neutralization by anion binding abrogates net-
charge repulsion, leaving other attractive interactions (e.g., π−π)
to drive phase separation.
In addition to screening charge−charge interactions, high salt

can exert additional effects including modulating protein−water
interfacial tension (Subsection 2.5).265 Depletion of salt ions
from nonpolar residues leads to an increase in interfacial tension
and hence a strengthening of hydrophobic interactions. In an
interesting study, Krainer et al.266 found that FUS and several
other IDPs phase separate at both low salt (22.5 mMNaCl) and
high salt (500 mMNaCl) but not at intermediate salt (225 mM
NaCl). They explained the reemergence of phase separation at
high salt as due to salt-mediated strengthening of hydrophobic,
π−π, and cation-π (specifically Arg-Tyr) interactions, based on

Figure 12. Effects of salt and temperature on the phase equilibria of folded proteins. (a) Binodals of lysozyme at pH 4.5 in 100 mM NaAc buffer and
indicated NaCl concentrations (filled symbols) or at pH 6.0 in 600 mM sodium phosphate (open symbols277). 5% w/v NaCl is 856 mM. Reproduced
from ref 264 with permission. Copyright 1997 AIP Publishing. (b) Binodals of bovine γ-crystallins, with experimental data (symbols) from refs 53 and
55 and FMAP results (curves) from ref 194. For γB, circles and black curve display the binodal whereas squares and gray curve displays the spinodal. (c)
Right: structures of γB (gray) and γF (cyan and green);276 left: calculated second virial coefficients of γB, γF, and two point mutants. (d) Left:
configurations of 1000 lowest interaction energy binary poses for γF; right: interface of one such binary complex. Panels (b−d) are adapted from ref
194. Copyright 2023 the original authors.
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potential of mean force calculations for amino-acid pairs in all-
atom molecular dynamics simulations.
The charges on the side chains and the backbone termini can

be changed by pH, making pH another global factor for
influencing the phase equilibrium. We can expect a pH change
that strengthens charge−charge attraction or weakens charge−
charge repulsion to promote phase separation. The latter effect
was observed by Abbas et al.253 on a synthetic tetrapeptide
formed by linking the C-termini of two copies of diphenylala-
nine by a disulfide bond, referred to as FFssFF (see structure in
Figure 11d). The total charge on the peptide can be +2e when
both of the N-termini are protonated (expected at low pH), + 1e
when only one of the N-termini is protonated (at intermediate
pH), and 0 when bothN-termini are deprotonated (at high pH).
This peptide started to phase separate around pH 6 (Figure
11c), where most of the chains are singly protonated. By further
deprotonating the chains, higher pH promotes phase separation,
as indicated by a substantial decrease inCth; the concentration in
the dense phase is much less affected by pH. Similar pH effects
have been observed in other IDPs including TDP-43 LCD,260 α-
synuclein,267 and HBP-1.268

As noted in Subsection 3.1, FFssFF is the first experimentally
observed phase-separating system253 for which a binodal has
been calculated from all-atom explicit-solvent molecular
dynamics simulations.147 This distinction is due in large part
to the small size of FFssFF. The binodal (for neutral pH) is
shown in Figure 11d, along with a snapshot of the phase-
separated configuration. The calculated coexistence concen-
trations at room temperature are similar to the experimental
counterparts, but do overestimate the latter by ∼3-fold in both
phases. The low-concentration arm of the binodal shows a

higher sensitivity to temperature than the high-concentration
arm, qualitatively similar to the experimental observation by
varying pH. Recently Zhang et al.269 reran the simulations using
a force field that has been validated for IDPs,270,271 which
brought the coexistence concentrations closer to observed
values. Phase equilibrium is exquisitely sensitive to force fields
and therefore experimental data like binodals will be very
valuable for their parametrization.

3.2.2. Folded Proteins and Proteins Containing Folded
Domains. Besides lysozyme (Figure 12a), other folded proteins
for which binodals have been determined include γ-crystallins.
Starting from nearly four decades ago, it has been known that up
to six highly homologous γ-crystallins are expressed in bovine,
rat, and human eye lenses, and that they fall into two
groups.52,54−56,272−275 One, represented by bovine γB, has Tc
below 10 °C; the other, represented by bovine γF, has Tc around
body temperature (Figure 12b).53,55 The sequences of the two
groups are highly homologous and their structures are also very
similar; e.g., bovine γB and γF have 82% sequence identity and
their crystal structures276 have a root-mean-square-deviation of
only 0.19 Å (Figure 12c). The origin for the large gap in Tc
between the two groups of γ-crystallins had remained a mystery,
until it was revealed recently by FMAP-based calculations.194

These calculations predicted well the binodal and spinodal of
bovine γB, and a binodal with an increased Tc for γF, though the
magnitude of the increase in Tc is clearly underestimated due to
the inaccuracy of the interaction energy function and other
limitations. The increased Tc arises from stronger attraction
among γF molecules, as indicated by chemical potential values
that are more negative when compared to γB. The stronger self-
attraction of γF is confirmed by a more negative second virial

Figure 13. Effects of pH andmutations on the phase equilibrium of polySUMO−polySIMmixtures. (a) Threshold concentrations for SUMO variants
at different pH values, either measured based on turbidity or predicted from FMAP-based calculations. For turbidity measurements, the two proteins
were mixed at equimolar modules; the threshold concentration refers to the molarity of SUMO modules. (b) Surface electrostatic potential of
SUMO1, showing a positive patch between H35 and H43 on one face and a negative patch centered around E67 on the opposite face. (c) 1000 lowest
interaction energy configurations of a SUMO1−SUMO1 pair. The interface of one such pair is shown in the zoomed view. (d) 1000 lowest interaction
energy configurations of a SUMO1−SIM pair. The interface of one such pair is shown in the zoomed view; the native complex280 is shown with SIM in
gray. Reproduced from ref 279. Copyright 2024 American Chemical Society.
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coefficient (Figure 12c). The decomposition of the binary
interaction energies into contributions of individual residues
finally identified a substitution, from Ser in γB to Trp in γF, at
position 130 as a major contributor to the difference in binary
interaction energy. This position is located at the foot of the
interdomain cleft (Figure 12c), where a second γF molecule
preferentially binds (Figure 12d).
In line with the complex effects of salts on the phase

separation of IDPs noted above, the effects of salts on the
binodal of lysozyme are more complicated than those presented
for NaCl in Figure 12a. Taratuta et al.277 measured the cloud-
point temperature, Tcloud, at 90 mg/mL lysozyme and increasing
NaCl (up to ∼500 mM) in pH 6.8 sodium phosphate buffer.
Tcloud is the temperature value at which the solution first
becomes cloudy, i.e., two phases come into coexistence, when
the temperature is decreased. It is the coexistence temperature
for a fixed initial protein concentration and can be viewed as a
proxy forTc. An increase in Tcloud was observed, similar to Figure
12a. However, the increase was greater when NaCl was replaced
by NaBr; the identity of the anion thus plays a major role. The
greater increase in Tcloud by Br− can be attributed to its greater
tendency to preferentially accumulate at the surface of a
positively charged protein like lysozyme.265 Zhang and
Cremer278 further extended the anion series to include NO3

−,
I−, SCN−, and ClO4

−, with the increases inTcloud going further to
higher and higher levels in that order. However, the increases
stopped at some intermediate salt concentration (200 to 500
mM). A further increase in salt concentration resulted in a
turnover of Tcloud, indicating the setting in of another salt effect,
namely a decrease in the interfacial tension due to the
accumulation of anions at the protein surface (Subsection
2.5). The decrease in the protein−water interfacial tension
means that protein surface area-related energies become less of a
drive for phase separation. Taratuta et al.277 also studied the
effect of pH on the binodal of lysozyme (the result at pH 6.0 is
included in Figure 12a), finding an increase in Tc with increasing
pH. Qualitatively, the latter result is consistent with a reduction
in net positive charge and hence a weakening of net charge
repulsion at a higher pH, similar to the explanation for the effect
of pH on the phase separation of the FFssFF peptide.
Even when net charges are close to 0, pH can still have

significant effects on phase equilibrium, as recently reported by
Kim et al.279 These authors studied the phase separation of two
synthetic modular proteins consisting of five SUMO domains
(polySUMO) and 10 SUMO interaction motifs (polySIM), and
observed a Cth increase from 75 to 300 μM when pH was
increased from 6 to 8 (Figure 13a, black bars). The pH effects
arose from the deprotonation of threeHis residues, as confirmed
by mutations to a positively charged or neutral amino acid.
These effects of pH and mutations were in good quantitative
agreement with predictions using FMAP calculations of the
second virial coefficient for SUMO and the cross second virial
coefficient for SUMO and SIM (Figure 13a, gray bars). The
basis of the predictions was that both the SUMO homotypic
interaction and the SUMO-SIM heterotypic interaction
contribute to the drive for phase separation. The surface charges
of SUMO have a polarized distribution (Figure 13b) whereas
SIM carries a small net negative charge. FMAP calculations
revealed that both the SUMO homotypic interaction (Figure
13c) and the SUMO-SIM heterotypic interaction (Figure 13d)
have a significant electrostatic component, and these inter-
actions are weakened when the His residues are deprotonated.
The effects of deprotonation are amplified here because the

three His residues are part of a positive electrostatic patch on the
folded SUMO domain (Figure 13b), which can participate in
both the SUMO homotypic interaction and the SUMO-SIM
heterotypic interaction. In comparison, pH effects in the phase
separation of the IDP HBP-1 involved as many as 19 His
residues.268 Interestingly, a mutation, E67R, designed to
moderate the negative electrostatic patch on the SUMO domain
decreased Cth, especially at pH 8. This mutation weakens
SUMO−SUMO attraction but strengthens SUMO-SIM
attraction; the observed decrease in Cth thus confirms that
both types of attraction contribute to the drive for phase
separation.
There have been only a limited number of studies into the

effects of external pressure on phase separation of proteins, due
to the lack of easy access to high-pressure devices.275,281−285

One recent study was on γ-crystallins.275 As the external
pressure was increased, the coexistence temperature decreased.
The explanation is similar to that for pressure-induced protein
unfolding,286 namely the packing of protein molecules in the
dense phase creates water-free voids, which are disfavored at
high pressure. IDPs presumably have less a chance of creating
such voids in the dense phase and therefore one would predict
high pressure to have less of an effect. It will be interesting to test
this prediction.

3.2.3. Contrast in Cth between IDPs and Folded
Proteins. A striking difference between the phase equilibrium
data of IDPs shown in Figure 11 and the binodals of folded
proteins in Figure 12 lies in the threshold concentration, which
at room temperature ranges from 0.01 to 1 mg/mL for the IDPs
but around 50 mg/mL for the folded proteins. (Mass
concentration provides a much fairer comparison across
proteins with different sizes than molarity.) As emphasized
throughout this review, phase separation is driven by
intermolecular attractive interactions. Whereas every residue
in an IDP can participate in intermolecular interactions, only
surface residues of a folded protein can participate in
intermolecular interactions. Moreover, IDPs adopt extended
conformations but folded proteins are compact; thus for the
same number of molecules in the same volume, intermolecular
contacts are much more likely to form for IDPs than for folded
proteins (see Figure 16 below). Lastly, IDP molecules can
readily adapt to each other to form contact clusters that each
involve multiple residues, but contact clusters between folded
protein molecules require shape complementarity. For these
reasons, an IDP can form many more intermolecular
interactions than a folded protein at the same concentration,
thus having a low threshold concentration for phase separation.
3.3. Differences Among the 20 Types of Amino Acids in
Driving Phase Separation

Ultimately, one would like to predict the phase equilibrium of
each protein from its amino acid sequence. As a stepping stone,
knowledge is accumulating on the different magnitudes of the 20
types of natural amino acids in contributing to the drive for
phase separation. As noted above, Martin et al.176 identified
aromatic residues as stickers in A1-LCD, whose attraction with
other stickers is the strongest among all amino-acid pairs. Qin
and Zhou194 also identified a Ser-to-Trp substitution as the
major reason for a large increase in Tc between two groups of γ-
crystallins (Figure 12b-d). TheCth data of Kim et al.279 shown in
Figure 13a further illustrate that substitutions on the surface of a
folded protein can significantly perturb the phase equilibrium.
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Many other studies have reported Cth changes by mutations in
IDPs.255,287−291

An exciting recent development is that theCth data of IDPs are
well predicted by slab-geometry simulations of a coarse-grained
model called CALVADOS2 (one particle per residue) Figure
14a).218,242 Following earlier work,202 the CALVADOS2 energy
function consists of Debye−Hückel potentials for the
interactions between charged residues and Lennard-Jones
potentials for the interactions between all residues. The relative
strengths (ranging from 0 to 1; Figure 14b), or stickiness
parameters (λ), of the Lennard-Jones potentials for the 20 types
of natural amino acids were tuned against experimental data on
radius of gyration and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement for
single IDP chains as well as hydrophobicity scales.
Other single-chain data can potentially be used to tune the

stickiness parameters. In particular, NMR relaxation data may
bring additional information as they are related to IDP dynamics
as opposed to conformational properties reported by the radius
of gyration and paramagnetic relaxation enhancement. Martin et
al.’s identification of aromatic residues as stickers was based in
part on elevated transverse relaxation rates.176 Elevated
transverse relaxation rates correspond to slower motions of
the backbone amides, which can be caused by transient
secondary structure formation or local interactions.271 Recently
Qin and Zhou have developed a sequence-based model to
predict the transverse relaxation rates of IDPs. The model
includes a relaxation parameter (q) for each type of amino acid
type. When the relaxation parameters are compared with the
CALVADOS2 values of d03 λ, a combinationmotivated by eq 21a
(d0: Lennard-Jones diameter), a strong correlation can be
recognized, with a Pearson’s correlation coefficient of 0.77
(Figure 14c). Both q and d03 λ rank the bulky amino acids Trp,
Tyr, Phe, Arg, and Ile as among the top 6. q actually has a
stronger correlation with d03 than with d03 λ; that is, inclusion of λ
slightly moderates the correlation with q, due to very low λ
values for Glu and Asp. It is possible that both the q and λ
parameters are biased by their training data. With accumulating
biophysical and Cth data on IDPs, we are poised to make better

predictions of Cth and reach deeper understanding on how
amino-acid sequences tune the equilibrium of phase separation.
3.4. Relative Strengths of Intermolecular Interactions in
Multicomponent Systems

Membraneless organelles including nucleoli, P granules, and
stress granules typically contain dozens to hundreds of
macromolecular components.293−297 It is generally thought
that a few major components drive the phase separation.9−11,82

However, other components have also been shown to regulate
the assembly, e.g., of stress granules.88,104,141 Nguemaha and
Zhou298 studied the effects of macromolecular regulators on the
phase equilibrium using Gibbs ensemble simulations of a simple
model system, where both the driver and regulator components
were represented by hard spheres with attractive patches on the
surface. The driver component has self-attraction (strength ϵDD
set to 1) whereas the regulatory component does not (strength
ϵRR set to 0). By varying ϵDR, the strength of the driver-regulator
attraction, a variety of regulatory effects were observed (Figure
15a). At ϵDR close to 0, where the regulator primarily exerts steric
repulsion, or volume exclusion, to the driver, Tc increases with
an increasing amount of the regulator, which takes up volume in
the bulk phase and thereby indirectly displaces the driver into
the dense phase. This effect represents the promotion of phase
separation by crowding agents such as PEG and Ficoll reported
in numerous studies.
As ϵDR is elevated but still below ϵDD, Tc decreases with an

increasing amount of the regulator. Here the regulator gets
partitioned into the dense phase but once there, it replaces some
of the strong driver−driver interactions with weaker driver-
regulator interactions. The opposite is observed when ϵDR is
above ϵDD, but only up to a certain amount of the regulator. As
evenmore of the strong-attraction regulator is added,Tc starts to
decrease. This observation captures the so-called reentrant effect
of RNA on IDP phase separation reported in many
studies.61,65,67,70,71 The reason for the suppressive effect of a
strong-attraction regulator like RNA at a higher amount is very
simple: the self-repulsion of the regulator in the dense phase
begins to dominate over the driver-regulator attraction.

Figure 14. Prediction of phase-separation threshold concentration from coarse-grained simulations and stickiness parameters. (a) Correlation
between predicted and measured threshold concentrations (here denoted as Csat). The regression line is shown as dots; the resulting Pearson’s
correlation coefficient is 0.93. (b) The stickiness parameters. Panels (a) and (b) reproduced from ref 242. Copyright 2023 the original authors. (c)
Correlation between the stickiness parameters (λ) and the NMR relaxation parameters (q). The regression line is shown as dashes. Reproduced from
ref 292. Copyright 2023 the original authors.
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To test these ideas and further establish the classification of
macromolecular regulators into three archetypes according to
the strength of driver-regulator attraction relative to that of
driver self-attraction, Ghosh et al.48 investigated how various
macromolecular regulators affected the phase separation of the
pentameric constructs of SH3 domains and protein-rich motifs
(polySH3 and polyPRM, or “S” and “P” for short) introduced by
Li et al.58 S and P carry net negative and net positive charges,
respectively. The phase boundary of the S−P system has the
shape of a tilted parabola (Figure 15b), similar to that sketched
in Figure 3c. The threshold concentration of the S−P system at
equimolar mixing was monitored at increasing amounts of
regulators (Figure 15c left panels). Consistent with the
expectation for a crowding agent, the S−P Cth increased with
an increasing amount of Ficoll70.Moreover, confocal imaging of
FITC-labeled Ficoll70 indicated that it was largely excluded
from the dense phase (Figure 15c top right panel). With
lysozyme (“L” for short) as the regulator, a decrease in Cth and
moderate partitioning into the dense phase were observed
(Figure 15c middle row), consistent with the behaviors of weak
regulator-driver attraction, presumably with the negatively
charged S component. Finally, using the highly negatively
charged polymer heparin (“H” for short) as the regulator, a
reentrant dependence of Cth on H concentration, along with
heavy partitioning into the dense phase, was observed (Figure
15c bottom row), likely mediated by strong H−P attraction.
These ideas and observations have stimulated further theoretical
developments in the regulation of the phase separation of
multicomponent systems.207,299

Of the four components, S, P, H, and L, two are positively
charged and two are negatively charged. They can form six

different types of binary mixtures, with two involving like-
charged components and four involving oppositely charged
components. Phase separation was observed in each of the four
oppositely charged binary mixtures (Figure 15d).146 Three of
the condensates appear as liquid droplets and one as reversible
aggregates (see also Figure 2c). Relative to droplets, aggregates
likely involve stronger intermolecular interactions to make them
solid-like. The L:H aggregate could be dissolved by either
dilution or adding salt. A related binary mixture, pairing
polylysine with H, forms aggregates at low salt but turns into
droplets at higher salt.300 SpiDec-based coarse-grained simu-
lations have shown that, when intermolecular interactions are
too strong, spinodal decomposition is arrested and the resulting
condensate becomes a gel (Figure 2d),147 similar to amorphous
aggregates found in in vitro studies (Figure 2c). These
observations demonstrate that, while intermolecular attraction
is required for forming droplets, attraction that is too strong
turns them into solid-like.
Based on phase boundaries similar to those shown in Figure

15b, c, Ghosh et al.146 proposed that their shapes can be used to
determine the order of interaction strengths among three
charged components (Figure 15e). Suppose that two of the
components, L1 and L2, have like charges, and the third
component, O, has an opposite charge. By fixing the molar ratio
of two of the components at a time, three phase boundaries with
distinct shapes will be produced. The phase boundary with a
fixed L1/L2 ratio will have the shape of a tilted parabola, similar
to what is shown in Figure 15b. The phase boundary with a fixed
O/L1 ratio will have either a half parabola or an upward parabola
shape, similar to that shown in Figure 15c second or third row,
depending on whether theO-L1 attraction or theO-L2 attraction
is stronger. Using the foregoing rule, the L-H interaction was
found to be the strongest among all the four oppositely charge
pairs in Figure 15d, thereby explaining why the L:H mixture
formed aggregated whereas the other three binary mixtures
formed droplets. Relative strengths of intermolecular inter-
actions can be quantified by the second virial coefficient and the
cross second virial coefficient.139

4. MOLECULAR AND MATERIAL PROPERTIES
This section opens with the current molecular dynamic picture
inside condensates and goes on to delineate the determinants of
condensate material properties.
4.1. Molecular Networks and Dynamics in Condensates

All-atom simulations are starting to reveal the details of the
extensive interaction networks inside condensates (refs 135,
147, 169, 177, 251, and 255). In the simulations of the H1-
ProTα condensate by Galvanetto et al.,177 each H1 chain
interacts with eight ProTα chains and each ProTα chain
interacts with six H1 chains on average (Figure 16a). The
diffusion constant of a ProTα chain is ∼7 Å2/ns when in the
form of a dimer with H1 in a dilute solution, and reduces to∼0.2
Å2/ns inside the condensate. This is a significant reduction but
an order of magnitude less than expected from the difference in
viscosity between the dense and bulk phases (see Figure 23a
below). Moreover, the chain reconfiguration time of ProTα in
the dense phase is only 4-fold longer than in the dimer. The
reason is that, while IDP chains have strong tendencies to form
interchain contacts, these contacts switch partners very rapidly
(on the 1 ns time scale), a situation not different from hydrogen
bonds between water molecules in the liquid state. Importantly,

Figure 15. Effects of macromolecular regulators on phase separation.
(a) Changes in critical temperature by the presence of different
regulators. The ratio of critical temperatures in the presence (Tc) and
absence (Tc

0) of a regulator is indicated by a color spectrum ranging
from blue to white to red or magenta. (b) Phase boundary of the S−P
system. (c) Regulators’ effects on S−P Cth and partitioning into the
dense phase. (d) Condensate formation by all the four binary mixtures
with oppositely charged components. (e) Three distinct shapes of
phase boundaries. The bottom two phase boundaries are for the case
where the O-L1 attraction is stronger than the O-L2 attraction. Panels
(a−c) adapted from ref 48. Copyright 2019 the original authors. Panel
(d) adapted from ref 146. Copyright 2020 American Chemical Society.
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these calculated dynamic properties agree well with their
measured values by fluorescence correlation spectroscopy.
A similar situation was found in the all-atom simulations of a

condensate formed by mixing ATP with protamine, a 33-residue
IDP containing 21 Arg residues (Figure 16b).135 ATP bridges
protamine chains, forming contacts with 2.5 chains on average,
via extensive interactions between Arg side chains and all parts of
ATP molecules, including multilayered cation−π and π−π and
stacks. Each protamine chain forms contacts with 13.2 ATP
molecules on average. The diffusion constant of a protamine
chain is 2.1 Å2/ns when bound with 9.6 ATP molecules in a
dilute solution and reduces to 0.28 Å2/ns inside the condensate.
As will be further explained below (Subsections 4.3 and 4.4), the
protamine-ATP condensate is extremely viscous, with a viscosity
that is over 4 orders of magnitude higher than a dilute phase. Yet
their fusion is very fast, implicating extreme shear thinning. Kota

et al.135 proposed that the fast fusion is made possible by rapid
reformation of ATP bridges between the protamine chains
during the fusion process (Subsection 4.4.3).
4.2. Interfacial Tension

As stated in Subsection 2.5, the interfacial tension is the energy
per unit interfacial area. The increase in energy resulting from
creating interfaces can be illustrated by the work required when
an infinite body of liquid is sliced by a plane and pulled apart,
thus creating two infinite planar liquid-vacuum interfaces
(Figure 17a). A crude calculation, attributed to Laplace,301

gives the following estimate for the interfacial tension, i.e., work
per unit area created (Supporting Information eq S105b):

rr r
2

d ( )
d2

0

3=
(41)

Figure 16. Interaction networks inside condensates revealed by all-atom molecular dynamics simulations. (a) H1-ProTα condensate. The bottom
right panel highlights the rapid exchange of salt bridge partners. Reproduced from ref 177 with permission. Copyright 2023 Springer Nature. (b)
Protamine-ATP condensate. The rightmost panel highlights extensive interactions between Arg side chains and ATPmolecules, includingmultilayered
π−π and cation−π stacks, additional cation−π interactions, and hydrogen bonds. Reproduced from ref 135. Copyright 2024 American Chemical
Society.
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where ρ is the number density of the liquid, φ(r) is the attractive
(i.e., negative) part of the intermolecular interaction energy
function (Figure 4a), and d is the distance beyond which the
attraction is negligible.
Another perspective on interfacial tension can be gained by

examining a two-layer liquid film (such as a soap membrane)
held in a metal frame with a movable boundary (Figure 17b). An
external force, Fex, is required to balance the tension in the film.
When the boundary moves by δx, the work done by Fex equals
the increase in the energy of the film:

A F xex= (42)

Now δA = 2Lδx where L is the length of the movable boundary
and the factor of 2 accounts for the two layers of the film.
Therefore, we have

F
L2
ex=

(43)

The last expression suggests that, in addition to energy per unit
area, interfacial tension also represents force per unit length.
This force is perpendicular both to the normal direction of the
interface and to the boundary line; it is opposite to (hence
balances) Fex in the case illustrated in Figure 17b. This meaning
of interfacial tension is used in deriving a boundary condition
(Supporting Information eq S36). Note also that interfacial
tension has the same unit as the spring constant (κ) of a spring.
The similarity between an interface and a spring goes beyond a
match in units between γ and κ: the forces stored in both of them
resist deformation. In Subsection 4.2.4 we will see that, by virtue
of its interface, a protein droplet effectively behaves like a spring.

4.2.1. Microscopic Formulation. As illustrated by eq 41,
the interfacial tension is determined by intermolecular
interactions. The rigorous formulation of the interfacial tension
in terms of intermolecular interactions was developed by
Kirkwood and co-workers,302,303 and is summarized in
Supporting Information Section S6. For a general review of
calculating interfacial tension through molecular simulations,
see ref 304. Calculated results for biomolecular condensates
have been reported in recent studies (refs 147, 213, 217, 220,
222, 232, 246, and 305−307).
Kirkwood’s formulation is most easily implemented in slab-

geometry simulations, which produce two interphase interfaces
(Figure 9a).199 The interfacial tension is related to components
of the position-averaged pressure tensor p (Supporting
Information eq S118):

L p
p p

2 2zz
xx yy=

+i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (44)

where L is the length of the simulation box along the z axis. pzz
everywhere equals the scalar pressure pmeasuered far away from
the two-phase interfaces, but pxx and pyy at each interface deviate
from p. (For a recent perspective on the position-dependent
pressure tensor p̃, see ref 308.) Equation 44 differs from eq S118
by a factor of 2, to account for the fact that, in a slab-geometry
simulation, there are two interfaces that contribute to the
positional average of the pressure tensor p̃. We have noted in
Subsection 2.5 a qualitative similarity between γ and p; eq 44
shows that there is a direct link between these two properties.
The position-averaged pressure tensor p is given by the

equilibrium average, denoted by ⟨···⟩eq, of the instantaneous
pressure tensor (Supporting Information eq S134):

p eq= (45)

itself is (Supporting Information eq S133c)
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where n is the momentum of molecule n, xn is its position, and
Fn is the total force acting on it by other molecules. The two
terms of give the ideal and excess parts of p , respectively; only
the excess part contributes to γ. When the molecules are point-
like particles and the total potential energy is a sum of all
pairwise interactions,
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the interfacial tension is (Supporting Information eq S136)
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where A is the area of each interface, and a prime on φ(r) means
the first derivative. Equation 48 differs from eq S136 by a factor
of 2, again to account for the fact that the simulation system has
two interfaces. For a homogeneous system, the average of znn

2 is
expected to be one-third of rnn

2, and hence r z3nn nn
2 2 must

average out to 0. Therefore, the average in eq 48 comes only
from local regions, with dimensions of molecular sizes, where the
molecular distributions are inhomogeneous, and these occur at
the two interfaces, due to the disparity in density between the
two phases. A simple conclusion is then that, other things being
equal, the greater the two phases differ in concentration, the
larger the interfacial tension.
Indeed, the effect of the disparity in density across the

interface is already illustrated clearly by eq 41, where ρ is the
difference between the liquid on one side of the interface and a
vacuum on the other side. A relationship between γ and the
density difference, ρII - ρI, between the two phases can also be
obtained based on scaling laws. Similar to ρII - ρI (eq 39b), γ is
expected to obey a scaling law192,309

T T(1 / )0 c
2= (49a)

Combining this result with eq 39b, we obtain

A( )II I
3= (49b)

Figure 17. Interpretations of the interfacial tension. (a) As the work per
unit interfacial area created. The calculation leading to eq 41 involves
integration over x1 and r = x2 − x1 or, more specifically, over the z
coordinate z1 of x1 and the spherical coordinates (r,θ,ϕ) of r
(Supporting Information eq S104b). Domains of integration over x1
and r are shaded in light orange and olive green, respectively. (b) As the
force per unit length.
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Simulation results for systems of particles and polymer chains
have confirmed this scaling law, with α3 ∼ 3.9.213 Note that, at
the critical point, ρII = ρI and the interfacial tension approaches
0.
It is now also clear that the interfacial tension is proportional

to the strength of intermolecular interactions. In Subsections
2.2−2.4 we have emphasized the fact that the critical
temperature, Tc, for phase separation is proportional to the
strength of intermolecular interactions. Therefore, we expect Tc
and γ to increase or decrease in parallel. Mazarakos and Zhou213

calculated Tc and γ from slab-geometry simulations for binary
mixtures of particles and chains (Figure 18a). The two
components differed in their strengths of self-attraction, with
ϵDD > ϵRR; the label “D” and “R” are for driver and regulator,
respectively. The strength of the D-R cross attraction (ϵDR) was
varied. The dependences of Tc on the mole fraction of the R
component (xR) at ϵDR > ϵDD and ϵDR < ϵRR (Figure 18b, c) are
similar to those noted in Subsection 3.4 for strong-attraction
protomers and weak-attraction repressors, respectively (Figure
15a), further validating the classification of macromolecular
regulators according to the relative strengths of cross and self-
attraction. More interestingly, Figure 18b, c shows that, for both
particles and chains and at different ϵDR values, the change of γ
with xR at a fixed temperature tracks exactly the dependence of
Tc on xR. Validation of the matching effects of regulators on Tc
and γ is presented below (Figure 21).

4.2.2. Shape Analysis. Next we describe experimental
methods for measuring the interfacial tension. For a static
protein droplet, force balance between pressure and interfacial

tension leads to the Young−Laplace equation for the shape of
the droplet (Supporting Information eq S40):

p p nII I = · (50)

where pII and pI refer to the interior and exterior pressure,
respectively, n is the outward unit normal vector, and ∇· n
represents the curvature of the interface. Without gravity or any
other external force, eq 50 predicts that the droplet adopts a
spherical shape, with radius R given by (Supporting Information
eq S61)

p p
R
2

II I =
(51)

Under gravity, the shape of the droplet will deviate from being
spherical and this shape can be used to obtain γ (Figure 19a).
Historically this is called the sessile drop method. For a droplet
resting on a glass slide, if the radius measured in the equator is R
and the height above the equator is H, then (Supporting
Information eq S59)

gH
B H R( / )

2

=
(52)

where Δϱ is the difference in mass density between the interior
and exterior, g is the gravitational acceleration, and B(x) is a
cubic function (given by Supporting Information eq S60).

4.2.3. Micropipette Aspiration. The next method is
micropipette aspiration, involving inserting a micropipette into
the droplet (Figure 19b).310 The dense phase spontaneously
flows into the pipet, and a pressure has to be applied to balance

Figure 18. Parallel between the critical temperature and the interfacial tension. (a) The simulation systems. (b) Dependences of Tc and γ on the mole
fraction, xR, of the R component for particle systems. (c) Corresponding results for chain systems. In panels (b) and (c), data at ϵDR/ϵDD = 1.2, 1.0, and
0.8 are displayed from top to bottom. Reproduced from ref 213 with permission. Copyright 2021 John Wiley and Sons.
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it. If the radius of curvature of the meniscus at the rim is Rm, then
eq 51 gives us

p p
R
2

1 2
m

=
(53a)

where p1 is the pressure inside the pipet and p2 is the pressure in
the dense phase. Rm typically is close to the radius of the pipet
(Rp) as biomolecular condensates tend to wet the glass inner
surface of the pipet. Similarly, the pressure difference between
the dense phase and the bulk phase gives

p p
R
2

2 3 =
(53b)

where R denotes the radius of the droplet. Combining the last
equations, one find that the measured aspiration pressure is

p p pasp 3 1 (54a)
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The last step is justified because Rm ≈ Rp ≫ R. A negative pasp
means that the pressure is higher inside the pipet.

4.2.4. Active Microrheology. The interfacial tension of a
protein droplet can also be measured using a dual-trap optical-
tweezers instrument (OT).312,313 Two optically trapped beads
(of radius a) are positioned at the opposite poles of the protein
droplet (of radius R) to deform it (Figure 19c top panel). OT
uses a focused laser beam to trap micronsized dielectric
beads.314 The force exerted on the bead is approximately like
a spring:

F X X( )t t t= (55)

whereXt andX denote the x coordinates of the center of the laser
beam and the center of the bead, respectively, and κt denotes the
stiffness of the trap (Figure 19c middle panel).
Deformation of the droplet is also similar to stretching a

spring, with the extent of deformation, ΔX0, proportional to the
trapping forces. The effective spring constant of the droplet is

F F
X

( )/2
0

t1 t2

0 (56)

By solving the Young−Laplace equation for a droplet under
external forces, χ0 is found to be (Supporting Information eq
S74b)313

(1 cos )/2

l l
P P

l l

0

2
0

2; even
(cos ) (cos )

( 1)( 2)
l l1 0 1 0

=
+

+
(57a)

where θ0 = a/(R-a) is the polar angle spanned by a bead at the
pole, and Pl+1 (x) are Legendre polynomials. We assume that
each bead is buried just beneath the droplet surface, as is usually
observed.311 For a/R < 0.3, which is the range of practical
interest, eq 57a can be well approximated by313
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Usually OT does not directly monitor the extent of the
droplet deformation. Instead, trap 2 is fixed in place and the
displacement of trap 1, ΔXt0, is monitored (Figure 19c middle
panel). The resulting spring constant,

F F
X

( )/2
sys

t1 t2

t0 (58)

is that of the system comprising the droplet and two optical traps
in series (Figure 19c bottom panel). Using the fact that the
forces are balanced for the entire system,

F F 0t1 t2+ = (59)

as well as for each spring, one can easily find the well-known
result for springs in series:

1 1 1 1

sys 0 t1 t2
= + +

(60)

where κt1 and κt1 are the stiffnesses of the two optical traps.
Interfacial tension has also been estimated based on the

rupture force, i.e., the force that is required when a trapped
microbead, pulled from inside a protein droplet, ruptures the
interface and leaves the droplet.311 A related method is based on
using an atomic force microscope instead of OT to pull a
microbead that is glued to the tip of a cantilever.315,316

4.2.5. Experimental Data and Interpretations. Inter-
facial tension has been implicated in the proper organization of
nucleolar subcompartments.11 In general, interfacial tension
drives the fusion and hence affects the size distribution of
condensates.317 Interfacial tension has been measured for a
relatively small number of condensates (Table 3 and Figure 20).
The measured values range from ∼1 pN/μm for droplets of
nucleophosimin11 and PGL-3312,318 to ∼250 pN/μm for
droplets formed by mixing the recombinant mussel adhesive
protein fp-151 (carrying a net positive charge) with hyaluronic
acid (a polysaccharide)315 and droplets of synthetic proteins
with a triblock construct F-L-F, where F = a folded domain such
as human γD-Crystallin or human fibronectin III domain10, and
L = disordered linker.316

Compared to the surface tension of ∼7 × 104 pN/μm at the
water−air interface, the interfacial tensions of biomolecular
condensates are two to five orders of magnitude lower. A simple
reason for this enormous contrast in γ lies in the disparity in
across-interface concentration changes (see eqs 41 and 49b): at

Figure 19. Methods for measuring interfacial tension. (a) Shape
analysis. (b) Micropipette aspiration, adapted from ref 310 with
permission. Copyright 2021 Elsevier. (c) OT-based active micro-
rheology, adapted from ref 311. Copyright 2021 the original authors.
The latter two methods each have a dynamic version, which allows the
measurement of viscosity or viscoelasticity, respectively.
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the water−air interface, the change in water concentration is
∼55 M; at the interphase interfaces of condensates, the changes
in macromolecular concentration are of the order of 10 mM.
As indicated by eq 41, another determinant of interfacial

tension is the strength of intermolecular interactions. For
example, the interfacial tension of PGL-3 droplets decreased
from 4.9 to 1.1 pN/μm as the KCl concentration increased from
75 to 180 mM, by screening electrostatic attraction.312,318

Similarly, for polyPRM:heparin (P:H) droplets, as the KCl
concentration decreased from 150mM to 300mMand 400mM,

the interfacial tension decreased from 67 pN/μm to 40 pN/μm
and 35 pN/μm, respectively (ref 311 and unpublished). In the
latter study, the two determinants, macromolecular density and
interaction strength, were pitted against each other. The authors
measured the interfacial tensions of droplets formed by binary
components that differed in the relative contents of disordered
chains and folded domains, from disordered only (P:H) to a
folded-disordered mixture (S:P) to folded only (S:L) (S =
polySH3; L = lysozyme). Among them, macromolecular
densities in the dense phase appeared to increase with higher
folded contents, as indicated by the fluorescence intensity of
thioflavin T.300 On the other hand, the strengths of
intermolecular interactions had the opposite order, as shown
by the shapes of phase boundaries of ternary mixtures (Figure
15).146 The interfacial tensions increased, from 67 pN/μm to
106 pN/μm, with increasing folded content, suggesting that in

Table 3. List of Measured Interfacial Tensions

System
Value

(pN/μm) Method Refs

NPM1 0.8 Shape analysis 11
PGL-3; 180 mM NaCl 1.1 OT Data from ref

312
reanalyzed in
ref 318

150 mM NaCl 2.1
115 mM NaCl 2.7
75 mM NaCl 4.9

Bik1 7 Shape analysis 319
Urease; pH > 8.2 23 Shape analysis 320

pH < 7.6 40
Ddx4 1-231 38 Shape analysis 321
Ddx4 1-229 82
Protamine + 10.2 mM ATP 24 OT 135
Protamine + 5 mM ATP 24
pK + 100 mM ATP 27
pK + 10.2 mM ATP 44
pK + 5 mM ATP 66
pK + 100 mM ATP;
150 mM KCl

21

pK + 10.2 mM ATP;
150 mM KCl

49

pK + 5 mM ATP; 150 mM
KCl

50

pK + heparin 57 OT 311
PolyPRM + heparin 67
PolySH3 + polyPRM 73
PolySH3 + lysozyme 106
PolyPRM + heparin; 300 mM
KCl

40 unpublished

400 mM KCl 35 unpublished
pK + heparin;
100 mg/mL Ficoll

95 OT 322

200 mg/mL Ficoll 126
MMssMM 38 OT 269
LLssLL 109
FFssFF 96
Endocytic condensate 70 Pressure

difference
estimate

323

FUS 1−267 90 Shape analysis 319
LAF-1 RGG domain 170 Micropipette

aspiration
188

Crys-ADF3-Crys 162 Atomic force
microscope

316

CBM-ADF3-CBM 213
SC-ADF3-SC 234
FN-ADF3-FN 284
fp-151 + HA; 250 mM
NaHCOO

236 Atomic force
microscope

315

250 mM NaCl 256
250 mM NaNO3 287

Figure 20. Condensates for which all three of the material properties,
interfacial tension, viscosity, and fusion speed, have been measured.
The green plane represents the viscocapillarymodel; blue circles display
data points above the plane, implicating shear thinning; red triangles
display data points below the plane, implicating shear thickening. Data
from refs 11, 135, 188, 269, 300, 310, 311, and 322. Cyan squares
display the data on the interfacial tension−viscosity plane; also included
are points, shown as orange squares, where interfacial tension was
deduced from viscosity and fusion speed by applying the viscocapillary
model.324,325

Figure 21. Parallel increases in the melting temperature and interfacial
tension of pK:H droplets by Ficoll70. (a) Brightfield images of pK:H
droplets at the indicated Ficoll70 concentrations in mg/mL. (b)
Increase in melting temperature. (c) Increase in interfacial tension.
Reproduced from ref 322. Copyright 2022 American Chemical Society.
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some cases macromolecular density may be the dominant factor.
A fourth binary mixture, pK:H (pK = polylysine), with
disordered only components, expanded the range of interfacial
tensions in this series of binary mixtures down to 57 pN/μm.
Kota and Zhou322 used the pK:H mixture to test the

computational prediction that regulators have matching effects
on Tc and γ (Subsection 4.2.1; Figure 18).213 When the Ficoll70
concentration increased from 50 to 100 and 200 mg/mL, the
melting temperature (a proxy for Tc) increased from 70 to 81 °C
and 100 °C, respectively, as can be expected for a volume-
exclusion promotor (Figure 15). At the same time, the interfacial
tension also increased, from 57 pN/μm to 95 pN/μm and 126
pN/μm, respectively, therefore qualitatively validating the
computational prediction. Lim et al.315 reported matching
effects of three anions, HCOO−, Cl−, and NO3

−, on the phase
separation equilibrium and interfacial tension of the fp-
151:hyaluronic acid mixture. The interfacial tension values
were 236, 256, and 287 at 250 mM sodium salts of the three
anions.
Instead of direct measurements, interfacial tension has

frequently been deduced from viscosity and fusion speed by
applying the viscocapillary model.9,81,127,177,310,317,324−327 As
will be demonstrated in Subsection 4.4.3, biomolecular
condensates are viscoelastic and therefore the viscocapillary
model, treating condensates as purely viscous, are not applicable.
As an indication of its fallacy, the viscocapillary model has led to
interfacial tension values, including one at 1600 pN/μm, that are
far outside the measured range of ∼1 to ∼250 pN/μm (Figure
20).
4.3. Viscoelasticity

4.3.1. Viscous and Elastic Moduli. Strong bonds (e.g.,
covalent) between atoms allow solids to maintain their shape.
When a solid is deformed, a “restoring” force arises to resist the
deformation. For a small deformation (denoted by X; Figure
2b), a linear relation is followed:

F X1 m= (61)

This relation is known as Hooke’s law; the subscript “m” refers
to the material under study. A spring is an idealized model that
obeys Hooke’s law; κm is thus called the spring constant. The
larger the spring constant κm, the stiffer the solid; κm is thus also
known as the stiffness. When the external stress is removed, the
restoring force returns the solid to its original shape; solids are
hence said to be elastic. By contrast, interactions between
neighboring molecules are much weaker in liquids and so they
do not have a defined shape. Hence a spherical bead can
penetrate through a liquid. In so doing, the bead encounters
resistance. This resistance is proportional to its velocity
(Supporting Information eq S31)

F U2 m= (62)

The friction coefficient ξm is proportional to the liquid viscosity
η:

a6m = (63)

where a is the radius of the bead. This result is obtained by
solving the Navier−Stokes equations for a bead moving in a
quiescent liquid (Supporting Information Section S2). Our
interest here is bimolecular condensates, which, similar to dense
polymer solutions, straddle between elastic solids and viscous
liquids, and will be referred to as viscoelastic materials in this
section.

Let us first consider a viscous liquid.When the liquid is subject
to a shear flow between two plates (Figure 2a), with a velocity
gradient ∂vx/∂y (which can also be interpreted as the shear strain
rate; see eq 83 below), the liquid resists the shear motion and
hence exerts a stress (force per unit area) on the top plate.
Conversely, the top plate exerts an equal but opposite stress on
the liquid. Viscosity is introduced to quantify a linear relation
between the shear stress and the strain rate:

v
yyx
x=

(64)

This relation is known as Newton’s law of viscosity; materials
that obey this relation, with a constant (shear) viscosity η, are
called Newtonian fluids. Of the two indices of τyx, the first refers
to the normal direction of the area on which the stress is exerted,
and the second refers to the direction of the stress. The shear
stress, τ̃, is thus a (symmetric) second-rank tensor. Equation 64
applies not only to an area in contact with the top plate but to
any area in the viscous liquid; now the stress is exerted by the
liquid above the area.
In analogy to the parallel between eqs 61 and 62, a linear

relation exists between the shear stress and shear strain, ∂ux/∂y,
in an elastic material:

G
u
yyx
x

0=
(65)

which defines the shear modulus, G0. Extending the analogy,
whereas the velocity field, v = (vx, vy, vz), of a viscous liquid is
governed by the Navier−Stokes equations, the displacement
field, u = (ux, uy, uz), of an elastic material is governed by nearly
identical equations, with the shear modulus G0 taking the place
of the viscosity η (see also Supporting Information Section
S5.2).328 Consequently, a bead embedded in an elastic material
experiences a restoring force given by eq 61, with the spring
constant κm, in analogy to eq 63, related to the shear modulus via

G a6m 0= (66)

A bead in a viscoelastic material experiences both a restoring
force and a viscous drag, similar to a bead attached to a spring
while immersed in a liquid (Figure 22a). If the bead is pulled by
an external force Fex, then force balance leads to

329

Figure 22. Illustration of viscoelasticity and its measurement. (a)
Model for the motion of a bead in a viscoelastic material. F1 and F2
denote the elastic force and viscous force, respectively. (b) Shear
relaxation modulus and complex shear modulus for an elastic solid. (c)
Corresponding results for a viscous liquid. (d) Corresponding results
for aMaxwell model. (e) OT-based active microrheology. Panels (b−e)
adapted from ref 311. Copyright 2021 the original authors.
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X U F 0m m ex+ = (67)

While eq 67 is strictly valid only when the bead is moving at
constant velocity (i.e., 0 acceleration), it is also valid at high
viscosity, where the acceleration (i.e., inertial) term can be
neglected. Now consider the situation where the external force
varies sinusoidally with time,

F t F e( ) i t
ex ex0= (68)

where ω is the angular frequency. The bead position must have
the following form:

X t X e( ) i t
0

( )= (69)

where δ denotes a phase shift. Solving eq 67, we find

i
F
X

ei
m m

ex0

0
+ =

(70)

If the material were purely elastic (i.e., η = 0), we would have

F t X t aG X t( ) ( ) 6 ( )ex m 0= = (71)

For a viscoelastic material, we can generalize the last relation to

F t aG X t( ) 6 ( ) ( )ex = * (72)

and thereby define a complex shear modulus

G G iG( ) ( ) ( )* = + (73)

Substituting eqs 68 and 69 into eq 72 and comparing against eq
70, we find

aG i6 ( ) m m* = + (74a)

F
X

eex i0

0
=

(74b)

Equation 74a allows us to identify the real part ofG*(ω) with κm
and the imaginary part withωξm. If κm is given by eq 66 and ξm is
given by eq 63, then

G
a

G( )
6

m
0= =

(75a)

G
a

( )
6

m= =
(75b)

These relations explain why G′(ω) is called the elastic (or
storage) modulus whereasG″(ω) the viscous (or loss) modulus.
For an elastic solid, G′(ω) = G0 and G″(ω) = 0 (Figure 22b).
For a viscous liquid (i.e., Newtonian fluid), G′(ω) = 0 and
G″(ω) is a linear function of ω with η as the slope (Figure 22c).
Equation 74b allows the real and imaginary parts of G*(ω) to

be expressed in terms of the amplitude ratio Fex0/X0 and the
phase shift δ:

G
F

aX
( )

6
cosex0

0
=

(76a)

G
F

aX
( )

6
sinex0

0
=

(76b)

Relations similar to eqs 76a and 76b can be used to determine
G*(ω) (Subsection 4.3.6).

4.3.2. Shear Relaxation Modulus. Equation 64 presents
only the yx element of the stress tensor, when a gradient of vx
exists along the y direction (Figure 2a). In a general velocity field
v, the symmetrized strain-rate tensor is

v v( )T= + (77)

where ∇ denotes the gradient operator, and the subscript “T”
denotes transpose. For a Newtonian fluid, eq 64 now becomes

d = (78)

where the subscript “d” signifies deviatoric. When a pressure, p,
exists in the fluid, it also makes a contribution to the stress
tensor:

pIh = (79)

where I ̃ is the unit tensor, the negative sign arises from the
convention that the outward normal of the area under stress is
taken as positive, and the subscript “h” signifies hydrostatic. The
total stress tensor of the Newtonian fluid is thus

p

(80a)

I (80b)

h d= +

= +

Our interest is materials that have a more complex relation
between τd̃ and ε̃ than for a Newtonian fluid. We want to confine
to small strain rates so that the relation between τd̃ and ε̃ is still
linear but, at any given moment t, τd̃(t) depends not only on the
value of ε̃ at the same moment but its entire history. Hence

t G t t td ( ) ( )
t

d =
(81a)

The functionG(t) introduced in the above equation is called the
shear relaxation modulus. Note that τd̃(t) should not depend on
ε̃(t’) for t’ > t. That means that we have to stipulate that

G t t( ) 0 for 0= < (81b)

With this stipulation, we can change the upper limit of the
integral in eq 81a to +∞,

t G t t td ( ) ( )d =
+

(81c)

Analogous to eq 77, the shear-strain tensor can be defined as

u u( )T= + (82)

in terms of the displacement field u. It is obvious that

t
=

(83)

Now consider a velocity field due to a sinusoidal change of the
shear strain over time,

ei t
0= (84a)

According to eq 83, the corresponding strain-rate tensor is

i ei t
0= (84b)

Substituting eq 84b into eq 81c, we find

i e t G td e ( )i t i t
d 0=

+

(85a)

G( )= (85b)

G ( )* (85c)

In the second line, Ĝ(ω) denotes the Fourier transform of G(t);
the third line generalizes eq 65 and formally defines the complex
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shear modulus. We find the following relation between the shear
relaxation modulus and the complex shear modulus,

G i t G t( ) d e ( )i t* =
+

(86a)

i G( )= (86b)

By comparing eq 85b with eq 78, we see that Ĝ(ω) plays the
same role under an oscillatory shear at angular frequency ω as
the viscosity η under a steady shear. (Sometimes Ĝ(ω) is
referred to as the frequency-dependent viscosity.) This analogy
between η and Ĝ(ω) will be used in Subsection 4.3.3 to obtain a
microscopic formulation of viscoelasticity. A steady shear can be
seen as an oscillatory shear with ω = 0. We thus have

G(0)= (87a)

tG td ( )
0

=
(87b)

η as defined by eq 78 is the viscosity measured at a small,
constant shear rate, and will be referred to as the zero-shear
viscosity when it is necessary to be specific. For viscoelastic
materials like polymer solutions, as the (constant) shear rate is
increased in value, the shear stress typically no longer grows
linearly as modeled by eq 78. At high shear rates, the effective
viscosity, defined as the ratio of τd̃ over ε ̃, can be much lower
than the zero-shear viscosity; this phenomenon is known as
shear thinning. The opposite could occur at intermediate shear
rates, where the effective viscosity is higher than the zero-shear
viscosity, corresponding to shear thickening.
For a Newtonian fluid, the constitutive relation eq 78

corresponds to a delta function for the shear relaxation modulus
(Figure 22c):

G t t( ) ( )= (88)

So in aNewtonian fluid,G(t) decays to 0 instantaneously; we say
then that shear relaxation occurs infinitely fast. In contrast, for an
elastic solid, using its complex shear modulus G*(ω) = G0 in eq
86a, we find its shear relaxation modulus to be a step function
(Figure 22b):

G t G t( ) for 00= > (89)

That is, G(t) does not decay over time and hence shear
relaxation is infinitely slow.
In the so-called Maxwell model, shear relaxation is an

exponential function of time, with a time constant τ1 (Figure
22d),

G t t( ) e for 0t

1

/ 1= >
(90)

The complex shear modulus is

G
i

i
( )

1 1

* =
+ (91a)

In the limit τ1 → 0, the Maxwell model reduces to a Newtonian
fluid, consistent with the fact that shear relaxation there occurs
instantaneously. The real and imaginary parts of the Maxwell
G*(ω) are

G ( )
1

2
1

2
1
2=

+ (91b)

G ( )
1 2

1
2=

+ (91c)

In this case, G′(ω) is a monotonically increasing function of ω;
in contrast, G″(ω) reaches maximum at ωτ1 = 1 (Figure 22d).
G″(ω) is larger than G′(ω) at ωτ1 < 1 whereas the opposite is
true at ωτ1 > 1. Thus the Maxwell model behaves as a viscous
fluid at low frequencies (or for slow motions) but as an elastic
solid at high frequencies (or for fast motions).
No liquids can be purely viscous, where shear relaxation

occurs instantaneously and G″(ω) grows in proportion to ω
indefinitely. For example, glycerol and water are generally
thought of as viscous liquids, but their shear relaxation moduli
are actually qualitatively Maxwellian at very high frequencies
(GHz to THz), corresponding to shear relaxation times on the
ns and ps time scales, respectively.330,331 In general, materials
appear purely viscous on time scales much longer than that of
shear relaxation.
An arbitrary shear relaxationmodulus can be written as a finite

or infinite sum of exponentials and, correspondingly, the
complex shear modulus can be written as a sum of terms like
eq 91a. In particular, the Jeffreys model is a linear combination of
a Newtonian fluid and a Maxwell model, with the complex shear
modulus given by

G i
i

i
( )

10
1

1

* = +
+ (92a)

One can expect this model to represent well a dilute polymer
solution, where the first term represents the viscous solvent, and
the second term represents the contribution of the polymer
solute. Another model is to replace the Newtonian component
by another Maxwell component:

G
i

i
i

i
( )

1 1
0

0

1

1

* =
+

+
+ (92b)

leading to the Burgers model; the two terms are ordered such
that τ0 < τ1. In both the Jeffreys and Burgers models, the zero-
shear viscosity is given by η = η0 + η1. These models have been
used to analyze viscoelasticity data for biomolecular con-
densates.135,311,313,318,322,332

4.3.3. Microscopic Formulations of Viscosity and
Viscoelasticity. So far we have presented only a mechanical
view of viscoelasticity. In theory, all properties, viscoelasticity
included, of a molecular system are fully determined by the
equations of motion of and forces acting on the constituent
molecules. By simulating the molecular motions, one should be
able to compute such properties. Below we present formulations
for viscoelastic properties to illustrate how such computation
can be done. These expressions should not be taken as
algorithms for actual computation, but as a vehicle for
understanding how viscoelasticity is determined by microscopic
properties, to aid in the physical interpretation of experimental
data (see Subsection 4.3.8). As such, we consider only the
simplest molecular system already introduced in Subsection
4.2.1 for calculating the interfacial tension, comprising N point
particles with massm, positions xn, and velocities vn, and obeying
Newton’s equation of motion with forces Fn.
As illustrated by eq 32, the viscosity, defined through eq 64, is

a transport coefficient, much like the diffusion constant.
Microscopically, transport coefficients can be expressed as
time integrals of time-correlation functions, known as Green−
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Kubo relations.333,334 The viscosity is given by (Supporting
Information eq S158)

V
k T

t td ( ) (0)yx yx
B 0

eq=
(93)

where yx is the yx component of the instantaneous pressure
tensor given by eq 46, and ⟨···⟩eq, as in Subsection 4.2.1, signifies
an equilibrium average. The pressure tensor thus determines
both the interfacial tension (eqs 44−46) and the viscosity.
However, it is important to emphasize that, whereas interfacial
tension is a thermodynamic property, viscosity is a dynamic, i.e.,
time-dependent, property. While the part of the pressure tensor
related to the kinetic energy makes no contribution to the
interfacial tension (see eq 48), the effect of the kinetic energy on
η cannot be eliminated. More importantly, the time interval over
which yx becomes uncorrelated with itself is crucial to the
magnitude of η. For a general review of calculating viscosity
using the Green−Kubo relation, see ref 335. Calculated results
for coarse-grained models of IDPs have been reported in some
studies.217,225,336

Comparing eq 93 with eq 87b, we can recognize that the
autocorrelation function of yx as the microscopic version of the
shear relaxation modulus:337,338

G t
V

k T
t( ) ( ) (0)yx yx

B
eq=

(94)

Its Fourier transform

G
V

k T
t t( ) d e ( ) (0)i t

yx yx
B 0

eq=
(95)

generalizes viscosity into viscoelasticity; the corresponding
complex shear modulus is (eq 86b)

G
i V
k T

t t( ) d e ( ) (0)i t
yx yx

B 0
eq* =

(96)

The above formulations of viscosity and viscoelasticity rely on
the simulation of a molecular system at equilibrium. One can
also subject the molecular system to a steady shear and then uses
eq 64 to determine the zero-shear viscosity,246 or an oscillatory
shear as represented by eq 84a and then uses eq 85c to
determine G*(ω).336 Specifically, in the latter case, the
simulation box is deformed as depicted in Figure 2b, with the
strain varying as a sinusoidal function of time

eyx yx
i t

0= (97)

to drive the system. The stress tensor is exactly the negative of
the pressure tensor (Supporting Information eq S106):

p= (98)

The average of τ̃ over all positions in the simulation box is then
given by, analogous to eq 45, an average of the instantaneous
pressure tensor,

ne= (99)

Here the subscript “ne” (for nonequilibrium) signifies that the
average is done by summing not over all time frames but only
over frames that have the same time shift from the peak strains in
different periods (of interval 2π/ω). Also, the particle velocities
that appear in eq 46 for should have the local fluid velocity
subtracted out. Finally the yx component of is fit to a
sinusoidal function,

eyx yx
i t

0
( )= +

(100)

and the complex shear modulus can be identified as

G e( )
yx

yx

i0

0

* =
(101)

4.3.4. Viscosity at Different Length Scales. As
commented in Subsection 4.3.2 (text between eqs 86b and
87a), (linear) viscoelasticity measures the change of viscosity
over different frequencies, or equivalently, over different time
scales. For any macromolecular solution, viscosity also changes
over different length scales. Specifically, probes of different sizes
sense different viscosities. At one limit, the translational
diffusion of a probe much larger than the solute macromolecules
senses the high macroscopic viscosity. At the other limit, a probe
that is of a size comparable to solvent molecules measures the
much lower solvent viscosity. Probe sizes in between then report
intermediate viscosities.
Galvanetto et al.177 used fluorescently labeled molecules and

beads to measure the probe size-dependent viscosity inside H1-
ProTα condensates. The effective viscosities ranged from a
macroscopic value of 0.3 Pa s as measured using mean-square-
displacements (MSDs) of fluorescent beads (250 nm radius) to
0.002 Pa s as measured on a fluorophore Cy3B (0.76 nm radius)
using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy. They fit the
dependence on probe size to an expression derived by Tuinier
et al.339 The latter authors solved the Stokes equations for a solid
bead (Supporting Information Section S2), assuming that the
viscosity takes the value of the solvent (η0) in the surface region

Figure 23. Dependence of effective viscosity on probe radius. (a) Data of Galvanetto et al. in condensates formed by histone 1 and prothymosin-α.
This panel was adapted from ref 177 with a fit to eq 102 added as a blue curve. (b) Data fromAndo and Skolnick,340 after adding a correction 2.84η0/ηm
L for the finite system size342 (L: side length of simulation box = 710 Å). A fit to eq 102 is shown as a blue curve, with α0 = 1.1 and d set to the mean
interparticle distance of 90 Å in the simulations.
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not accessible to the center of any macromolecule due to steric
repulsion and the macroscopic value (ηm) farther away from the
probe.
A serious omission in the model of Tuinier et al. is

hydrodynamic interactions, which arise from the interference
between the flow fields caused by the motions of the probe and
the macromolecules. Ando and Skolnick have shown that
hydrodynamic interactions make a substantial contribution to
the diffusional slowdown of a probe in dense macromolecular
solutions like the cytoplasm,340 in essence, by coupling the
probe to nearby macromolecules. The effect of hydrodynamic
interactions depends on the dimensionless parameter = a/d,
where a is the probe radius and d is a length scale of the
macromolecules. Petit et al.341 suggested that the appropriate
choice for d is the mean distance betweenmacromolecules in the
solution, which scales with concentration as d ≈ C−1/3. We
propose the following empirical formula for the dependence of
the effective viscosity, ηeff, on probe size:

a D
D a

a d

a d

( )

( )

1 ( / )( / )

1 ( / )
eff

0

0 m 0
0

0
=

+
+ (102)

where α0 is a fitting parameter. The data of Galvanetto et al. are
represented well by this formula, with d = 16.3 nm and α0 = 1.9
(Figure 23a). For comparison, the mean distance between IDP
molecules in the dense phase estimated according to their
concentrations (∼15 mM for the two IDPs) is 4.8 nm; perhaps
this estimate is more relevant for folded proteins than for IDPs.
Hydrodynamic interactions may be different for IDP chains and
folded proteins.
Brady et al.174 measured diffusion constants for probes up to

30 Å in radius in concentrated protein solutions and in Ddx4
condensates, and fit their data to a different empirical formula:
D0/D = exp(Aaα). When applied to large probes, this formula
predicts a vanishing diffusion constant and hence an infinite
effective viscosity, rather than the finite macroscopic viscosity.
Equation 102 can fit the small-probe data of Brady et al. and, by
design, goes to the correct limit for large probes. Equation 102
also models well the probe diffusion constants of Ando and
Skolnick obtained from Brownian dynamics simulations of
dense spheres with hydrodynamic interactions (Figure 23b).
Note that, outside the present subsection, viscosity generally
refers to macroscopic viscosity, typically measured at the μm
scale.

4.3.5. Viscosity Measurement by Micropipette Aspira-
tion. In the setup of micropipette aspiration presented in
Subsection 4.2.3, the aspiration pressure (pasp) exactly balances
interfacial tension (equivalent to a pressure pγ; eq 54b) so that
the spontaneous flow of the dense phase is stopped (Figure
19b). When pasp is higher than pγ, the dense phase will keep
flowing into the pipet. The rate of the resulting Poiseuille flow
can be used to measure the (zero-shear) viscosity.188

The mean velocity, v̅z, of the Poiseuille flow is given by eq 36b
of Subsection 2.6.3. v̅z can be recognized as

dL

dt
p , i.e., the rate at

which the length, Lp, of the dense phase in the pipet increases;
the pressure difference Δp can be recognized as pasp - pγ.
Equation 36b now becomes

dL

dt

R p p

L8
p p

2
asp

p
=

(103)

which can be solved to yield a relation between pasp and the flow
rate

p Q
R R

2
1 1

asp
m

= +
i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (104)

where the nominal flow rate is defined as

Q
R

dL

dt
4

p
2

p
2

=
(105)

pasp is thus a linear function of Q, with the intercept yielding the
interfacial tension and the slope yielding the viscosity.

4.3.6. Active Microrheology for Viscoelasticity. In
addition to interfacial tension, OT also provides a convenient
means for probing viscoelastic properties of materials at the
microscale. When a single optically trapped bead is inside a
viscoelastic material such as a protein droplet (Figure 22e), eq
67, with the trapping force Ft of eq 55 as the external force,
becomes329,343

X U X X( ) 0m m t t = (106a)

After some rearrangement, we have

X U X( )m t m t t+ + = (106b)

In Subsection 4.3.1, we solved the toy model of Figure 22a by
treating the external force as the drive and the bead position as
the response (see eqs 68 and 69). In OT, it may be more
convenient to set the trap position as drive. That is, the trap
position is given as a sinusoidal function of time

X X ei t
t t0= (107)

with a known amplitude Xt0. If the bead position is monitored as
the response, with amplitudeX0 and phase shift -δ (X again given
by eq 69, but now the phase shift is relative to Xt), then eqs 76a
and 76b for the elastic and viscous moduli change to

G
a

X
X

( )
6

cos 1t t0

0
=

i
k
jjjjj

y
{
zzzzz (108a)

G
a

X
X

( )
6

sint t0

0
=

(108b)

where a as before denotes the radius of the bead.
Usually OTmonitors the trapping force Ft instead of the bead

position. Let the trapping force be

F F ei t
t t0

( )= + (109)

where Ft0 denotes the force amplitude and Δdenotes the phase
shift of the trapping force from the trap position. According to eq
55, we have

F e X X( e )i i
t0 t t0 0= (110a)

Or, in terms of real and imaginary parts of both sides,

F X Xcos ( cos )t0 t t0 0= (110b)

F Xsin sintt0 0= (110c)

These relations allow us to use the amplitude and phase angle of
the trapping force to express X0 and δ. In terms of Ft0 and Δ, the
elastic and viscous moduli are now

G
F
aX

( )
6

cos
(cos ) sin

t0

t0
2 2=

+ (111a)
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G
F
aX

( )
6
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(cos ) sin

t0

t0
2 2=

+ (111b)

whereΥ= Ft0/κtXt0. WhenΥ≪ 1, eqs 111a and 111b simplify to

G
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aX
( )

(cos )
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t0

t0 (112a)

G
F

aX
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6
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t0 (112b)

Another way to determine viscoelastic properties of
biomolecular condensates was introduced by Jawerth et al.,312

requiring two optical traps (Figure 19c). This setup is the
oscillatory version of the static experiment for determining
interfacial tension presented in Subsection 4.2.44.2.4. Let the
bead position, trap position, and trap stiffness be Xj, Xtj, and κtj,
respectively, for trap j, j = 1 or 2. The force exerted by trap j is

F X X( )j j j jt t t= (113)

In the experiment, trap 2 is fixed at the origin,

X t( ) 0t2 = (114)

while trap 1’s position is set as a sinusoidal function of time,

X t R X e( ) 2 i t
t1 t0= + (115)

where R is the radius of the undeformed droplet. Then the bead
positions Xj and the forces Ftj are all sinusoidal functions of time,

X t R X e( ) 2 ( )j j j
i t

1= + (116)

F t F e( ) ( )j j
i t

t t= (117)

where δj1 equals 1 for j = 1 and equals 0 for j = 2. Any phase shifts
have been absorbed into the nominal amplitudes X̂j(ω) and
F̂tj(ω), which can thus be complex. Equation 113 now becomes

X
F

k
X( )

( )
j

j

j
j

t

t
1 t0+ =

(118)

The deformation of the droplet is

X X X( ) ( ) ( )1 2= (119)

The “dynamic” spring constant of the droplet is thus

F F
X

( )
( ) ( ) /2

( )
t1 t2[ ]

(120)

This parameter is complex and is determined by the viscoelastic
properties and the interfacial tension of the droplet, as further
explained below; for now let us continue with its experimental
measurement. If the droplet deformation is replaced by the
amplitude, ΔXt0, of the separation between the two traps, we
obtain the spring constant of the entire system, i.e., the droplet
plus two optical traps:

F F
X

( )
( ) ( ) /2

sys
t1 t2

t0

[ ]
(121)

As ΔXt0 is the drive and F̂tj(ω) are monitored as the response,
χsys(ω) is easily obtained. Using eq 118, we can relate χsys(ω) to
χ(ω):

F F
1
( )

1
( ) ( ) ( ) /2

F F
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( ) ( )

t1 t2

t1

t1

t2

t2= +
[ ] (122)

If the net force on the system is set to zero,

F F( ) ( ) 0t1 t2+ (123a)

then eq 122 reduces to

1
( )

1
( )

1 1

sys t1 t2
+ +

(123b)

These last two equations are the same as eqs 59 and 60 for the
static experiment derived in Subsection 4.2.4.
A nonzero net force will drive the translational motion of the

droplet. That motion can be tracked by the displacement of the
center of the droplet, given by

X X X( )
1
2

( ) ( )c 1 2= [ + ]
(124)

Its velocity is iω·ΔX̂c(ω). We treat the bulk phase, in which the
droplet moves, as a Newtonian fluid; therefore, following eq 63,
the friction coefficient ξb is 6πηbR, with ηb denoting the viscosity
of the bulk phase. The corresponding equation of motion is

F F i X
i

X X( ) ( ) ( )
2

( ) ( )t1 t2 b c
b

1 2+ = · = [ + ]
(125)

The static case corresponds toω = 0; in that case, the net force is
0. For ω > 0, using eqs 118, 121, and 125, we can find X̂j(ω) and
F̂tj(ω) in terms of ΔXt0 and χsys(ω). The final result for the
dynamic spring constant of the droplet is
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In Supporting Information Subsection S5.2, we derive the
dynamic spring constant χ(ω) for a droplet modeled with
complex shear modulus G*(ω) and interfacial tension γ. The
result is
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where θ0 as stated in the static case is the polar angle spanned by
a bead at the pole of the droplet. Note that, atω = 0,G*(ω)→ 0
and we recover eq 57a of the static case. Jawerth et al.312 derived
only an incomplete expression for χ(ω), terminating the infinite
sum at l = 10. This sum turns out to be notoriously slow to
converge for θ0 ≤ 0.1, the range of practical interest; the
truncation at l = 10 thus leads to serious errors. Eq 127 for χ(ω)
with the full summation was derived by Zhou.313

Even with χ(ω) measured experimentally, one still has the
task of extracting G*(ω) and γ. Both χ(ω) and G*(ω) have real
and imaginary parts, and thus χ(ω), with only two knowns, is
sufficient to extract three quantities, G′(ω), G″(ω), and γ. If γ is
determined independently (see Subsection 4.2), a procedure has
been developed to extract G′(ω) and G″(ω) by “inverting” eq
127.313 Alternatively, one can assume a model for G*(ω) and
vary model parameters and γ to maximize the agreement
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between the measured χ(ω) and that predicted by eq 127.318 It
turns out that the Jeffreys model (eq 92a) for G*(ω) works very
well in reproducing the χ(ω) data obtained by Jawerth et al.312
for PGL-3 protein droplets.318

4.3.7. Other Experimental Methods. We briefly mention
a few other methods for measuring viscosity or viscoelasticity.

For a recent review, see ref 344. A straightforward method is to
track the Brownianmotion of a single microbead inside a protein
droplet under an optical microscope. Because one can only
record the lateral (x-y) position of the bead, the mean square
displacement (MSD) of the two-dimensional Brownian motion

Table 4. List of Measured Viscosities

System
Value
(Pa s) Method Ref

PGL-3; 180 mM
NaCl

0.16 OT Data from ref 312
reanalyzed in ref 318

150 mM NaCl 0.30
115 mM NaCl 0.88
75 mM NaCl 2.1
UTP + pK10 0.1 MSD 81
UTP + pK50 0.2
UTP + pK100 0.6
pU10 + pK10 0.5
pU10 + pK50 3
pU10 + pK100 5
pU50 + pK10 2
pU50 + pK50 11
pU50 + pK100 20
UDP + pR10 6.5
UDP + pR50 13
UDP + pR100 41
UTP + pR10 36
UTP + pR50 65
pU10 + pR10 53
pU10 + pR50 118
pU10 + pR100 235
pU50 + pR10 198
pU50 + pR50 >280
pU50 + pR100 >280
MaSp2; pH 8 0.16 Creep

compliance
350

pH 7 0.11
pH 6 13
pH 5.5 410
FUS LC 0.106 MSD 351
ProTα + H1 0.3 MSD 177
pK + heparin 0.30 OT 311
PolyPRM + heparin 0.53
PolySH3 +
polyPRM

3.7

PolySH3 +
lysozyme

10.1

PolyPRM +
heparin; 300 mM
KCl

0.25

400 mM KCl 0.21
pK + heparin; 200
mg/mL Ficoll

0.42 OT 322

pK + 5 mM ATP 1.9 OT 135
pK + 10.2 mM ATP 1.7
pK + 5 mM ATP;
150 mM KCl

0.65

pK + 10.2 mM
ATP; 150 mM
KCl

0.89

Protamine + 5 mM
ATP

15.7

Protamine + 10.2
mM ATP

18.6

pU40 + [RGPGG]5 0.19 OT 353

System
Value
(Pa s) Method Ref

[KGKGG]5 0.26
[RGSGG]5 0.4
[RPRPP]5 1.3
[RQRQQ]5 2.7
[RGRGG]5 or
RG0Y

5

[RARAA]5 6
RG1Y 8
[RGFGG]5 10
RG3Y 13
[RGYGG]5 or
RG5Y

40

P granule 1 FRAP 9
[RGRGG]5-dT40;
425 mM NaCl

0.89 MSD 325

325 mM NaCl 1.6
175 mM NaCl 3
100 mM NaCl 4
25 mM NaCl 6
PGL-3 5.4 MSD 317
PGL-3 + MEG-3 5.6
MAP65 1 h 4.7 FRAP 326
2 h 5.8
3 h 8.1
4 h 7.8
4.5 h 9.5
FUS 1−267 1.2 MSD 319
Bik1 18.2
LAF-1 RGG
domain

11.1 Micropipette
aspiration

188

NPM1 0.74 MSD 11
FIB1ΔC 11
FIB1-GFP 100
LAF-1 + 15/30 nt
poly (A)

16.1 MSD 175

LAF-1 + 3000 nt
poly (A)

60.9

Whi3 6 MSD 65
Whi3 + BLN1
mRNA

17

Whi3 + CLN3
mRNA

28

Whi3 + BNI1
mRNA

34

LAF-1; 250 mM
NaCl

13 MSD 324

125 mM NaCl 51
GAR-1ΔN 198
DNA-sticky ends;
250 mM NaCl

24 MSD 127

500 mM NaCl 45
1 M NaCl 88
MMssMM 0.2 MSD 269
LLssLL 123
FFssFF 856
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as a function of time is given by (see Supporting Information eq
S140)

t DtMSD( ) 4= (128)

whereD is the diffusion constant. After obtainingD from a linear
fit, one can then find the viscosity from the Stokes−Einstein
relation

D
k T

a6
B=

(129)

where a is the radius of the bead. The direct relation between
MSD(t) and η is

a
k T

t t
1

6
4

MSD( )/
B=

(130)

A somewhat related method is fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy.345 Here one uses a confocal microscope and
tracks the fluorescence intensity I of fluorescent microbeads in
the small confocal volume. Because the beads diffuse in and out
of the confocal volume, I fluctuates over time. In the simplest
case, its normalized autocorrelation function is

I t I

I Dt w
( ) (0) 1

1 4 /2 2=
+ (131)

where w is the radius of the Gaussian laser beam. (More
sophisticated forms of this equation can be found in ref 346.)
Again, one can find the viscosity from D using eq 129. Another
similar method is fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
(FRAP). From the radius of the bleached region and the
recovery time, one can estimate the diffusion constant of the
fluorescently labeled species, which typically is amacromolecule.
The derived viscosity then represents the viscosity at the
macromolecular scale instead of the macroscopic one (see
Subsection 4.3.4).
For viscoelastic fluids, MSD(t) may deviate from a linear

dependence on time. The time dependence can be used to
determine the shear relaxation modulus:347
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where Ĝ(s) can be recognized as the Laplace transform of the
shear relaxation modulus, and sMSD( ) denotes the Laplace
transform of the MSD. Instead of letting the bead undergo free
Brownian motion, one can also trap it with an optical trap. The
MSD will no longer grow indefinitely over time but reach an
equilibrium value:

k T
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4 B

t
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(133)

where κt is the stiffness of the trap. Then348,349
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where smsd( ) is the Laplace transform of the MSD after
normalization byMSD(∞), and Â(s) is the Laplace transform of
the normalized autocorrelation function of the bead position.

4.3.8. Experimental Data and Interpretations. Zero-
shear viscosities have been measured for many condensates
(Table 4 and Figure 20). The measured values range from ∼0.1
Pa s, for condensates of PGL-3,312,318 10-residue polylysine
mixed with UTP,81 silk protein MaSp2,350 and FUS low-
complexity domain,351 to >280 Pa s or higher for condensates of
50- or 100-residue polyarginine mixed with 50-nucleotide
polyuridine.81 Zhang et al.269 have obtained a viscosity as high
as 856 Pa s for FFssFF droplets.
Recently Shen et al.352 used super-resolution imaging to track

the diffusion of a protein inside postsynaptic condensates, and
found the diffusion to be anomalous [withMSD(t)∝ tυ, where υ
< 1], due to the switching between a mobile state and a confined
state. Such anomalous diffusion is also seen in molecular
dynamics simulations of tetrapeptide condensates.269

The same two determinants, interaction strength and
macromolecular density, noted for interfacial tension (Sub-
section 4.2.5) seem to apply to viscosity as well. For example,
arginine is known to form much stronger cation-π and other
interactions than lysine; the viscosities of polyarginine:polyur-
idine condensates are 2 orders of magnitude higher than those of
polylysine:polyuridine condensates.81 Similarly, the viscosities
of protamine-ATP droplets are 10-fold higher than those of
polylysine-ATP droplets.135 On the other hand, for the series of
binary condensates, pK:H, P:H, S:P, and S:L, that differed in the
relative contents of disordered chains and folded domains, the
order of viscosity followed that of macromolecular density,
increasing from 0.3 Pa s to 10.1 Pa s, instead of the order of
interaction strength. For this series, the interfacial tensions differ
by only 2-fold but the viscosities differ by 30-fold, illustrating the
tendency that viscosity often showsmuch greater variability than
interfacial tension.
That both interaction strength and macromolecular density

are determinants is also illustrated by viscosity differences
between dense protein solutions and protein condensates. For
example, lysozyme at 480 mg/mL has a relative viscosity of 153
(in reference to water) at 25 °C. In comparison, the relative
viscosity of the S:L droplet is 11300. Clearly, the interactions
between S and L molecules play a major part in this very high
relative viscosity. Similarly, the self-diffusion constant of Ddx4 in
the condensed phase is significantly slower than an inert probe of
the same size.174

We now turn to viscoelasticity, which can manifest itself in
many ways. As illustrated in Figure 22, viscoelastic materials
have a finite shear relaxation time (τ1). The shear relaxation
times of a number of condensates have been re-
ported.135,311,318,322,332,353 For the pK:H, P:H, S:P, and S:L
series, τ1 ranged from 45 ms for pK:H to 396 ms for S:L, but did
not seem to follow any order.311 Alshareedah et al.353 reported a
60 ms relaxation time for droplets formed by mixing an RG-
repeat peptide ([RGRGG]5) with polyuridine, and an increase
to 900 ms upon substituting the middle R with a Y. For PGL-3
protein droplets, the relaxation time of fresh samples was <10
ms.318,332 Interestingly, over the course of 45 h the relaxation
time increased to 11 min, suggesting that a possible character-
istic of condensate aging is a significant slowdown in shear
relaxation.332

The determinants for the shear relaxation time are much less
well understood. According to models for associative polymers,
τ1 is dictated by the kinetics of macromolecular transient
association and dissociation.354,355 Accordingly, salt, by screen-
ing macromolecular electrostatic attraction, can be expected to
decrease the shear relaxation time. Indeed, τ1 of the P:H
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condensate decreased from 125 to 56 ms and 36 ms,
respectively, when the KCl concentration was raised from 150
mM to 300 and 400 mM.311 A similar explanation can be given
for the 10- to 20-fold longer shear relaxation times of protamine-
ATP condensates than those of pK-ATP condensates, due to the
stronger interactions of arginine over lysine.135 We will cover
another important aspect of viscoelasticity, namely shear
thickening and shear thinning, in Subsection 4.4.3.
4.4. Droplet Fusion Dynamics
Similar to water droplets, biomolecular droplets have a tendency
to fuse into a single larger droplet, driven by interfacial tension to
reduce interfacial area. Fusion has been observed for various
membraneless organelles, including P granules,9 Cajal bodies,356

nucleoli,357 germline messenger RNP processing bodies,358

stress granules,296 and nuclear speckles.359 Coalescence,
merging, and joining are other terms used for fusion.

4.4.1. Viscocapillary Model of Droplet Fusion. The
viscocapillary model has long been used for the fusion process
between two viscous liquid droplets (Figure 24a). The model

assumes the Stokes equations (Supporting Information Section
S1) for the viscous flow inside the fusion droplets and boundary
conditions involving the interfacial tension (or capillarity;
Supporting Information Section S3). Based on dimensional
consideration, the viscocapillary ratio, η/γ, also known as the
inverse capillary velocity, should provide a measure for the ratio,
τfu/R, of the fusion time over the droplet radius. Fusion time has
also been referred to as relaxation time.
The viscocapillary model has been solved numerically.360,361

Ghosh and Zhou300 found that the numerical result for the

reduction in the edge-to-edge distance, L, over time can be fit to
a stretched exponential function (Figure 24b):

L L
L L

e1 t0

0

( / )fu=
(135)

where L0 and L∞ are the values of L at 0 and infinite times, the
exponent α = 1.5, and the fusion time is

R1.97
fu =

(136)

The dependence of τfu on η and γ is what is expected from the
just mentioned dimensional consideration. Here τfu is defined as
the time at which the reduction in the edge-to-edge distance has
reached a fraction of 1 − 1/e = 0.63 of the full extent, and the
coefficient 1.97 is simply based on fitting to the numerical result.
We will refer to the ratio 1.97R/τfu as the fusion speed and its
inverse as the inverse fusion speed. Qualitatively, eq 136
indicates that fusion is driven by interfacial tension and retarded
by condensate viscosity.

4.4.2. Measurement and Interpretation of Condensate
Fusion Speed Data. The fusion process of biomolecular
condensates can be monitored by time-lapse imag-
ing.9,11,65,74,81,93,177,310,326,327,357−359,362−364 Another way is to
use dual-trap OT, which can directly trap two droplets and bring
t h e m i n t o c o n t a c t f o r f u s i o n ( F i g u r e
24c).63,73,135,287,300,322,325,365,366 The laser power needs to be
turned to a minimal level as not to impede the fusion process.
The force signal can then be fit to a stretched exponential like in
eq 135 to determine the fusion time for droplets of a particular
size (Figure 24d).
To further obtain the fusion speed, one needs to determine

the fusion times for a range of droplet sizes. The relation
between τfu and R is generally found to be linear (actually
proportional;Figure 24e) (refs 9, 11, 65, 81, 93, 135, 177, 300,
310, 316, 317, 322, 325−327, 357−359, and 362−364). Inverse
fusion speeds have been measured for many condensates (Table
5 and Figure 20). They span at least 6 orders of magnitude, from
4× 10−4 s/μm for droplets formed polylysine and ATP135 to 584
s/μm for nucleoli under ATP depletion.357

For FUS, a disease-associated mutation (G156E) slowed the
fusion by ∼3-fold; aging slowed the fusion of both wild-type and
G156E droplets and also increased the fraction of droplets that
did not fuse; after four hours of aging, no G156E droplets fused
at all.63 Very little is known about why sometimes fusion does
not start; a recent study251 suggested that a high condensate
surface net charge could be a factor. When fusion does start, it
appears that an increase in intermolecular interaction strength
and/or extensiveness, e.g., by a mutation or aging, slows down
fusion. This conclusion is in line with the observation that the
fusion times of droplets formed by mixing arginine- or lysine-
containing peptides with purine or pyrimidine homopolymeric
RNAs follow the order of cation-π interaction strengths.73,74

The strengthening of intermolecular interactions is expected to
increase both interfacial tension and viscosity. If interfacial
tension is the dominant factor over viscosity, then eq 136
predicts a speedup in fusion; conversely, a slowdown in fusion is
predicted. Since the strengthening of intermolecular interaction
appears to produce a slowdown in fusion, it looks like viscosity is
the dominant factor over interfacial tension. This idea is also
supported by the fact both viscosity and fusion speed show
greater variability than interfacial tension.

Figure 24. Measurement and analysis of droplet fusion data. (a)
Viscocapillary model. (b) Fit of the numerical solution (circles) to a
stretched exponential function (eq 135; curve). (c) Illustration of OT-
directed fusion. (d) Fitting of OT-monitored fusion progress curves of
four kinds of condensates to the stretched exponential function. (e)
Proportional relation between fusion time and droplet radius,
corresponding to lines with a slope of 1 in a log−log plot. Reproduced
from ref 300 with permission. Copyright 2020 John Wiley and Sons.
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However, the determinants of fusion speed are much more
complex. For example, when a subset of glycine residues in the
prion-like domain of FUS was mutated into alanines (G→A),
fusion was slowed by 350-fold.287 Interaction strength is unlikely
affected significantly by the mutations, since the threshold
concentration for phase separation changed very little. To
uncover additional determinants, Ghosh and Zhou300 used OT
to measure the fusion speeds of the series of binary condensates,
pK:H, P:H, S:P, and S:L, that differed in the relative contents of
disordered chains and folded domains (Figure 24e). As the
content of folded domains increased, the inverse fusion speeds

rose by two orders of magnitude, from 4 × 10−3 s/μm to 0.3 s/
μm. So it seems that folded domains significantly slow down
droplet fusion. Indeed, when the level of the folded protein, L,
was increased in preparing the S:L droplets, from amolar ratio of
300:20 to 2000:20, the inverse fusion speed was further
increased to 0.8 s/μm.
Why do folded domains tend to slow down fusion relative to

IDPs? Ghosh and Zhou provided the following explanation. As
noted in Subsection 3.2.3, compared with IDPs, folded domains
are much harder to form contact clusters. Conversely, the folded
domains break up contact clusters less easily and hence more

Table 5. List of Inverse Fusion Speeds

System
Value

(ms/μm) Method refs

pK + 100 mM ATP 0.4 OT 135
pK + 10.2 mM ATP 0.6
pK + 5 mM ATP 1.1
pK + 100 mM ATP; 150
mM KCl

0.6

pK + 10.2 mM ATP; 150
mM KCl

0.7

pK + 5 mM ATP; 150 mM
KCl

1.3

Protamine + 10.2 mM ATP 6.0
Protamine + 5 mM ATP 6.7
ProTα + H1 2.4 Imaging 177
[RGRGG]5-dT40; 425 mM
NaCl

2 OT 325

325 mM NaCl 2.4
175 mM NaCl 2.9
100 mM NaCl 3.2
25 mM NaCl 3.4
LAF-1 RGG domain 16 Imaging 310
SC-ADF3-SC 26 Imaging 316
FN-ADF3-FN 38
Crys-ADF3-Crys 53
CBM-ADF3-CBM 72
LAF-1 120 Imaging 362
pK + UTP 12 Imaging 81
pR + UTP 144
FUS 42 OT 63
FUS G156E 110
FUS 2 h 94
FUS G156E 2 h 260
FUS 4 h 92
MAP65 380 Imaging 326
pK + heparin 4.0 OT 322
PolySH3 + heparin 6.6 OT 300
PolySH3 + polyPRM 65
PolySH3 + lysozyme
(0.3 mM)

300

PolySH3 + lysozyme
(1 mM)

550

PolySH3 + lysozyme
(2 mM)

790

PolySH3 + heparin; 300 mM
KCl

2.4 unpublished

400 mM KCl 1.6 unpublished
pK + heparin; 100 mg/mL
Ficoll

3.4 OT 322

200 mg/mL Ficoll 2.4
MMssMM 0.8 OT 269
LLssLL 13
FFssFF 618

System
Value

(ms/μm) Method refs

Poly(A) + PEG 55 °C 20 Imaging 363
35 °C 80
25 °C 500
Bubble fusing with dilute
phase

80

Bubbles 35 °C 140
20 °C 830
BTB-FUS IDR 1080 Imaging 364
PGL-3 250 Imaging 317
PGL-3 + MEG-3 1200
poly(U) + [KGKGG]5 2.8 OT 73
poly(U) + [RGRGG]5 60
poly(A) + [KGKGG]5 200
poly(A) + [RGRGG]5 350
poly(U) + FUS LCD 85
poly(A) + FUS LCD 915
poly(U) + FUS RGG3 130
poly(A) + FUS RGG3 1950
FUS 190 OT and

imaging
366

FUS; 25 mg/mL PEG 2122
Whi3 + BLN1 RNA 8000 Imaging 65
Whi3 + CLN3 RNA 14000
hnRNPA1 8300 OT 365
hnRNPA1 ΔRAC1 6400
hnRNPA1 D214V 16000
DNA-sticky ends; 250 mM
NaCl

9800 Imaging 127

500 mM NaCl 9900
1 M NaCl 11900
DNA-4 nt sticky ends 900 Imaging 327
DNA-12 nt sticky ends 26300
FUS WT 93 OT 287
FUS G → A 32900
RNA + (KGG)9 57 Imaging 93
RNA + (RGG)4 840
RNA + K9 6900
RNA + R9 220000
P granule 2000 Imaging 9
NPM1 300 Imaging 11
NPM1-labeled GC 30000
FIB1ΔC 500
FIB1 16000
FIB1-labeled DFC 80000
Nuclear speckle 100800 Imaging 359
grP-body 125000 Imaging 358
Nucleolus + ATP 46100 Imaging 357
Nucleolus − ATP 584000
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slowly. In essence, IDPs can form and break a cluster of contacts
one contact at a time, whereas folded domains may have to do so
all at once. In the fusion process, proteinmolecules have to break
and reform contacts constantly. For folded domains, these
events are harder and thus occur more slowly, thereby leading to
slower fusion. This explanation also accounts for the slowdown
in fusion by the FUS G→A mutations, as the flexible glycine
residue more easily allows intermolecular contacts to break and
reform.

4.4.3. Simultaneous Measurement of Interfacial
Tension, Viscosity, and Fusion Speed Reveals Shear
Thickening and Shear Thinning. The viscocapillary model,
as captured by a relation similar to eq 136, has been widely used
to deduce interfacial tension from viscosity and fusion
speed9,81,177,310,317,324−327 as already noted in Subsection 4.2.5
or otherwise interpret fusion speed data.357−359 Given the
preponderance of evidence indicating that biomolecular
condensates are viscoelastic, the applicability of the viscocapil-
lary model is questionable. Testing it requires the measurement
of three properties: interfacial tension, viscosity, and fusion
speed on the same condensate. Before 2020, there was only one
such set of data that we are aware of, measured by Feric et al.11

on nucleophosmin droplets. The results were: γ = 0.8 pN/μm, η
= 0.74 Pa s, and inverse fusion speed = 0.3 s/μm. The
viscocapillary model predicts an inverse fusion speed of 0.9 s/
μm, which is three times higher than the measured.
To systematically test the viscocapillarymodel, Ghosh et al.311

used OT to complete the measurements of interfacial tension
(Subsection 4.2.5) and viscoelasticity (Subsection 4.3.8) along
with fusion speed (Figure 24e) for the series of binary
condensates that differed in the relative contents of disordered
chains and folded domains. By comparing the measured fusion
time against that (τfuN) predicted by eq 136 using the measured
interfacial tension and zero-shear viscosity, they found
significant discrepancies, in both directions (Figure 25a). The
fusion speed is overpredicted for condensates formed by a folded
protein or proteins with folded proteins; the converse is true for
condensates formed by disordered chains only (see also Figure
20). Correspondingly, the effective viscosity operating in the
fusion process is either higher or lower than the zero-shear
viscosity, implicating shear thickening and shear thinning,
respectively.
To explain the apparent shear thickening and shear thinning

behaviors, Ghosh et al. took hints from associative poly-
mers.355,367,368 Under steady shear, polymers generally exhibit
shear thinning at high shear rates, but some associative polymers
also exhibit shear thickening at intermediate shear rates. While
droplet fusion is a dynamic process as opposed to being at a
steady state, Ghosh et al. defined 1/τfu*, where ≡ (τfuτfuN)1/2, as an
effective steady shear rate. The shear-thickening droplets fall on
the side with τ1/τfu* < 1 whereas the shear-thinning droplets fall
on the side with τ1/τfu* > 1 (Figure 25a). It looks as if that, in the
former droplets, the shear generated during fusion strengthens
the interaction networks and thereby increases the effective
viscosity. In contrast, in the latter droplets, the shear induces the
alignment of protein chains and hence decreases the effective
viscosity.
Interfacial tension, viscosity, and fusion speed data are now

also available for the LAF-1 RGG domain: γ = 170 pN/μm, η =
11.1 Pa s, and inverse fusion speed = 0.016 s/μm.188,310 The
latter is to be compared with a value of 0.065 s/μm predicted by
the viscocapillary model, implicating 4-fold shear thinning.

Recently, data from droplets formed by mixing bIDPs with
ATP revealed extreme shear thinning, with the effective viscosity
manifested in droplet fusion over 100-fold lower than the
measured zero-shear viscosity.135 The explanation is that ATP
mediates condensate formation by bridging between IDP
chains, and these bridges quickly break and reform during
droplet fusion (Figure 25b).
The foregoing results clearly demonstrate the inapplicability

of the viscocapillary model to condensate fusion. As noted in
Subsection 4.2.5, using the viscocapillary model has produced
interfacial tensions, including one at 1600 pN/μm, that are far
outside the range, 1 to 250 pN/μm, of measured values. In
addition, interfacial tensions deduced from the viscocapillary
model led Taylor et al.324 to attribute interfacial tension instead
of viscosity as the dominant factor for a 75-fold difference in
fusion speed between Whi3 and LAF-1, contradicting the
conclusion drawn in Subsection 4.4.2 based on the observation
that strengthening of intermolecular interactions typically leads
to an increase in viscosity along with a slowdown in fusion.

4.4.4. Shear Thinning Allows Condensates to Remain
Dynamic Despite High Viscosity. It thus appears that shear
thinning may be very common in the fusion processes of IDP
condensates. For bIDP-ATP condensates, it has been suggested
that their shear thinning has physiological implications.135 It
allows these condensates to undergo rapid fusion and thus
remain extremely dynamic despite the high macroscopic
viscosity inside the condensates. The fusion of nucleoli was
slowed by 10-fold upon ATP depletion.357 Similarly, normal
stress granules readily fused but granules in ATP-depleted cells
did not.296 An active (i.e., energy-driven) process may be
involved, but ATP-mediated shear thinning could well play a
role.

Figure 25. Shear thickening and shear thinning exhibited during
condensate fusion. (a) A tentative model for explaining how shear
thickening arises for some condensates and shear thinning arises for
many other condensates. ηeff/η ≡ τfu/τfuN; τfuN ≡ 1.97Rη/γ is predicted
fusion time by eq 136, which assumes the condensate as a Newtonian
fluid; and τfu* ≡ (τfu τfuN)1/2. Reproduced from ref 311. Copyright 2021
the original authors. (b) Model illustrating how extreme shear thinning
arises in bIDP-ATP droplets. Reproduced from ref 135. Copyright 2024
American Chemical Society.
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5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Biomolecular condensates are where basic physics meets rich
biology. Theoretical models, molecular simulations, in vitro
reconstitutions, and direct in vivo observations together have
helped in dissecting the complex behaviors of biomolecular
condensates and reaching physical understanding of their
properties. The first quarter of the 20th century laid the
foundation of what is now called modern physics. It looks like
the first quarter of the 21st century is destined to usher in
modern biology. We close this review by making the following
remarks.
All Attractive Interactions Contribute to Phase Separation

As we emphasized throughout this review, phase separation is
driven by intermolecular attraction, and all attractive inter-
actions contribute to phase separation. In biomolecular systems,
attraction comes in the form of hydrophobic interactions, π−π,
cation−π, and amino−π interactions, hydrogen bonds, and
interactions between opposite charges. To keep condensates in a
liquid-like state, intermolecular attraction needs to be in a
moderate range of strengths; if it is weak, phase separation would
not occur, but if it is too strong, condensates would turn solid-
like.
Different amino acids and nucleotides can participate in

different types of attractive interactions or do so at different
strengths. By tuning sequences and compositions, condensates
can achieve the desired material state. External factors such as
salt and pH can also modulate interaction strengths, adding to
the arsenal by which biomolecular condensates can modulate
their phase-equilibrium and material properties.
All-Atom Molecular Dynamics Simulations Are Needed to
Make Physically Realistic and Quantitatively Accurate
Predictions of Condensate Properties

Theoretical models and coarse-grained simulations have greatly
contributed to our conceptual and qualitative understanding of
phase-equilibrium and material properties of biomolecular
condensates. Recently, all-atommolecular dynamics simulations
in explicit solvent are becoming capable of predicting
thermodynamic and dynamic properties that can be directly
compared with experimental measurements. In that regard
coarse-grained simulations are limiting−e.g., they underpredict
viscosities by several orders of magnitude, due to the
smoothening of energy surfaces (which speeds up simula-
tions).217,225,246,305,336 Such predictions could result in mislead-
ing physical pictures. In contrast, all-atom molecular dynamics
simulations have the potential to provide physical realism. It is
now even possible to directly use experimental data for phase-
equilibrium andmaterial properties to refine all-atom force fields
for higher quantitative accuracy. Theoretical models and coarse-
grained simulations still have important roles in other under-
studied areas (see below).
IDPs and Folded Proteins or Folded Domains Behave
Differently in Phase Separation

Folded domains and IDPs behave very differently in their drive
of phase separation and in how they dictate condensate material
properties, a point first raised a few years ago.44 As we have
noted, IDPs are more able than folded domains to drive phase
separation because: (1) all residues of an IDP, as opposed to
only surface residues of a folded domain, can participate in
interprotein interactions; (2) an IDP molecule can more easily
reach its neighbors due to its extended conformations; (3) IDP
molecules can readily adapt to each other to form contact

clusters. On the other hand, electrostatic effects on the surface of
a folded domain may be amplified compared to an IDP. For the
same reason, the effect of a surface residue on a folded domain
may more depend on what its neighbors are and hence be more
context-dependent. Not only thermodynamic but also dynamic
properties may be different between folded domains and IDPs.
In particular, IDPs can more easily break and reform
intermolecular contacts and therefore may have the tendency
to exhibit shear thinning during condensate fusion.
We emphasize these differences partly because we feel that

while IDPs deserve overwhelming attention in the study of
condensates, it should not be to the exclusion of folded domains,
as many phase-separating proteins contain folded domains.
Biomolecular Condensates Are Viscoelastic, and the
Viscocapillary Model Should Be Abandoned for
Interpreting Fusion Data

We emphasize that the viscocapillary model treats condensates
as purely viscous. It is now widely recognized that biomolecular
condensates are viscoelastic. Viscoelasticity manifests itself in
many ways. In particular, during the fusion process, condensates
can exhibit enormous shear thinning (and possibly shear
thickening).
Ironically, while acknowledging viscoelasticity, many still use

the viscocapillary model to interpret data on fusion speed,
specifically to deduce interfacial tension. This practice has led to
interfacial tension values that are far outside the measured range,
and to misleading mechanistic interpretations. So stop
interpreting the inverse fusion speed as the ratio of viscosity to
interfacial tension!
Theoretical Models Are Needed to Provide Foundational
Understanding of Multiphase Organization, Gelation, And
Aging of Condensates

Rather than a single homogeneous dense phase, multi-
component condensates, both inside cells and in in vitro
reconst i tut ions, often show mult iphase organiza-
tion.11,74,77,80,95,125,146,239,248,296,369−379 Multiphase coexistence
has also been studied by coarse-grained simula-
tions11,74,80,84,211,213,227,228,244,248,370,372,380,381 and theoreti-
cally.381−383 For a recent review of simulations and theoretical
models, see ref 384. Multiphase organization has been referred
to as a second phase transition, occurring inside condensates
formed by the first phase transition, i.e., phase separation.146,381

Whereas the first phase transition is driven by the overall
attraction among all the molecular components, the second
phase transition, i.e., demixing among the components in the
dense phase, can be driven by a disparity in the attractive
strengths among the components.381 Disparities in other
properties, including incompatibility between disordered chains
and folded domains146 and mismatch in charge patterns along
IDP chains,383 may also drive demixing.More theoretical studies
will help further delineate the general principles.
Instead of liquid-like droplets, many condensates appear

immediately as amorphous aggregates (Figure 2c) or
gels.18,103,114,135,146,268,300,385−387 Over time many liquid-like
condensates turn into solid-like gels, a process referred as aging
or maturation.10,62−64,72,82,260,261,326,332,365,376,379,388 Gelation
and aging have been studied by coarse-grained simula-
tions147,225,226,336,389 Theoretical models will be very useful for
providing a conceptual framework. Lastly we take note of
growing efforts in engineering biomolecular conden-
sates.101,128,238,245,288,390−393
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